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I
This report describes work performed by Software and
Engineerinr_ Associates, Inc. (SEA) under NASA contract
NAS8-_4974 "A Shock Wave Capability for the Improved
Two-Dimensional Kinetics (TDK) Computer Prograr". The TDK
computer program is a primary tool in applying the JANNAF liquid
rocket engine performance prediction procedures• The purpose of
this contract has beeh _o improve the TDK computer program so
that it can be applied to rocket engine designs of advanced !
type. In particular, future orbit transfer vehicles (OTV) will
,°i
require rocket engines that operate at high expansion ratio,
i.e. in excess of 200:1 Because only a limited length is _i
• (
available in the space shuttle bay, it is possible that OTV
nozzles will be designed with both relatively short length and i
high expansion ratio. In this case, a shock wave may be present
in the flow. An objective of the present study has been to I
modify the TDK computer program to include the simulation of
I
shock waves in the supersonic nozzle flow field. The shocks !_{
induced by the wall contour can produce strong perturbations of
the flow, affecting downstream conditions which need to be
considered for thrust chamber performance calculations Project ,
manager for this project has been Mr. Gary R. Nickerson. Dr.
Lanh Dang has performed the computer programming and has
provided engineering support. The project was very much aided I
by the helpful support of the contract monitor, Mr. Klaus W. i
Gross, and by Mr. A. Kresbach. i
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INTRODUCT O
I
The Two-Dimensional Kinetics (TDK) computer program is a
primary tool in applying the JANNAF liquid rocket thrust chamber
2
performance prediction methodology. This computer program and
the per..-manes predlotion methodology were originally developed
under the auspices of the Performance Standardization
, Subcommittee (PSS) of the JANNAF. The goal of the PSS is the
': development of a methodology that includes all aspects of rocket
!i engine performance from anal ytl oal calculatlon to test
-j
Ct,
! measurements_ that is physically accurate and consistent, and
_i that serves aa an industry and government
r
reference.
i._ Recent interest in rocket engines that operate at hlgh)_
i;_. expansion ratio, such as most OTV design, has required an
_,, exte_.slon of the analytical methods used by the TDK computer
program. The primary objective of the study reported here has
_. been to equip the TDK computer program with the capability of
_' simulating a shock wave induced by curvature of the nozzle wall
! contour. This capability includes the effects of chemical
*,
-,, reaction kinetics. For example when Hydrogen ano Oxygen are
_-_" used as prop_.lants, the dissociation of _ater behind an oblique
"_'- shock front is simulated.
I
In order to accomodate variation in mixture ratic from
streamline to streamline within the flow, it has been necessary
_: to revise the transonlo analysis method used by TDK. No attempt
". has been made to treat mixture ratio variation along streamline,
i.e. mass addition or diffusion effects. No attempt has been
'_ Ref. I. Nicker_on, G. R., Coats, b. E., and Bartz, J. L.
I "The Two-Dimensional Kinetic (TDK) Reference Computer
- I Program," Engineering and Programming Manual, Ultra-
' sytems, Inc., December 1973, prepared for Contract No.
• ,, NAC9-12652, NASA JSC.
!
Ref. 2. "JANNAF Rocket Engine Performance Prediction and Caleu-
_. lation Manual", CPIA 246, April 1975.
y ,
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made to treat the Interaotlcn or shockw:ves with sllp
: dlsoontlnultles. ]n_tead, the appr+oac_h has been to allow a
eontlnuous variation in mixture ratio to be spot,fled transverse,,+
to the flow, and to trace by oonstruetlon method& the shook path_+
_.
and flow interaction.
The work carried out In the study is summarized below:
a) In the TDK program, the existing cllp llne
i method has beez, converted to a streamline
method to avoid unrealistl', shock interaction
wlth the slip llne. Each streamline is
assigned a specific mixture ratio. Completely
coupled two-dlmenslonai flow with finite rate
ohemlcal kinetics is computed.
i'i b) The existing TDK transonic mode_ I) has been
+ _ modified to analyze flow with variable
_=_;_i mixture ratio.
.+
i
_,_ c) The method of characteristic (MOC) concept
-- has been modified to utilize the varying
_ properties of the streamlines.
_: d) Various techniques for constructing the
=-'_ supersonic flow fleld with the MOC concept
_ have been investigated, and several shockconstruction methods have been examined. The
=k most efficient ones were selected for
; ineorporatlon Int: the TDK program.
_. e) A set of supersonic flow control subroutines
_. were written to construct the supersonic flow!
+ field with shock waves included.
_ f) The TDK program with shocks was checked out
.... for flows with gas properties alone
,_, streamlines that are either:
I) constant,
2) chemically frozen (i.e. fixed tom-
.i
: _ position, but properties varying with
temperature), or
:. 3) governed by finite rate k!nettcs.
g) Th_ TDK pro£ram, coupl_d with a boundary
• layer module, was adjusted such that _he
.... c?feot of a shock wave undergoing regular
reflection at the nozzle wall was accounted
I
! fOP.
! h) Te 'Inlques were introduced for reducing
'+ ¢ :purer time.!
=I )
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2. METHOD OF APPROACH
m i
The TDK computer program described in Refcrenee I is th,
JAr_t_AF approved computer program usee for the purpose of
calculating two-dimenslonal rocket nozzle flows. The prc£ram is
highly accurate and contains many useful features. HowEver, no
provisions have been made for inuludlng the effects on nozzle
performance caused by the occurrance of strong shock waves.
Previously, It had been assumed that a nozzle wall which Induces
a strong shook in the flow should be considered a poor design
and, thus, not a design of interest. More recently, nozzles
containing sho:_ Waves have become important. There are several
reasons for this. The foremost reason is that the engines
required for Orbit Transfer Vehicle (0TV) propulsion feature
unusually high expansion ratios (A/Am>200). In an effort to
shorten the length of these nozzles, designs are being proposed
that induce shocks in the flow. If the shook strength is
_ everywhere small, then the flow streamlines remains Isentro_c
and the TDK program will accurately compute the n_zzle
i"
_. performance. The basic reason for this is that the shock
I: strength, 6, defined as:
I
8 _ (P2 - PI)/PI
effects a change in entropy in accordance with the following
well-known expression:
AS/R - _  I8' + higher order terms.
12 _=
Thus, weak shocks are e_sentialZy isentropie.
According to Hoffman (Reference 3, Volume II, page I_ _.,, the;
method used by TDK will yield "reasonable" results even for
relatively strong shocks, i.e. shocks such that 6<4.
Rel .3 Zucrow, M.J., and Hoffman, J.D., Gas Dynamics, Volume I
and II, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1976.
3
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Nevertheless, since OTV Misslon requirements are highly
scr,s|tlve to th,_ englnes delivered speelfle impulse, it is
eruolal that TDK be able to aoeura:ely compute the effects of
sh(ek waves on performanee. Nozzle shock waves are inherently
two-dimenslonal in their character= so that it is necessary that
a two-dimensional analysis be used to compute the; effects.
Since TDK is the approved JANNAF program for calculating the
_ffects of two-dimenslonal phenomenon on no=zle performance (see
Reference a), it is appropriate that it be extended to include
shook waves. The method of approach used for achieving this
o_Jee:Ive is presented below.
It is required that TDK be able to accurately assess the
effects on performance of shock w_ves that are induced by a
nozzle wall. This accuracy requirement was an over:iding
consideration when selecting the approach to be used. Thus, the
numerical solution selected is based on the Methc_ of
Characteristics (MOC), since it represents the nest accurate
method available. Shock tracing (as opposed to shock capturing)
was also selected for reasons of accuracy.
Although accurate, the MOC with shcek tracing is not
suitable for flows Chat feature many shocks, since the logic to
treat the reflection, intersection, and coalescence of many
shocks is intractable. It was assumed, however, that only a few
strong shocks are present, and that th, se originate from the
wall. Multiple regular reflections from the flow axis ar._ the
nozzle wall (see Figure la) were treated. Maoh reflections from
the flow axls or the nozzle wall (see Figure Ib) were not
treated. It was assumed that Maoh shocks, which include a
i= ',
_
i ; "Rat.4 "JANNAF" Rocket Engine Perform:.: ee Prediction ar:d
: " CFIA Public_t' 246, April, 197
_ Evaluation Manual,
' /4
. %- . . , .. _- _"
00NNNNN 1-T_A 1n
_'rict)_J/')Jd", l),,,"),)). ,
.. ,.4_. _. " A - ...._t_, ', _l
i a4
I - _ :S
> mc0oemoO0m__o_ _vr_/A ....... , ? -- = ,, ,, ,,B
/_ Inc)Oer,_ Shock WZlVCc
._! i",Um'e], : Retk'cu,,r,of ,,n ob.qu_ ,.hu_._w,.vc#ore a wmL4a)Re_umr
') Ir_ccllon (b) M_,ch reflection
=ii_ region of subsonic flow, will not effect nozzle performance.
_"._-_ T:_at is, if a Math shock occurs, it Is assumed that its' domain
i; of dependance does not include the nozzle wall.
.ooi
_, In the present study, it Is also assumed that a shook
o:'iginates by the eoeleseence of Right l_unninE Characteristics
,_ (RRCs) _ue to flow angle gradient change, or turning, at the
nozzle wall. The case where the shock starts attached to the
": wall, due to an abrupt discontinuity In wall slope, is not
treated at thl8 time. Only _he more difficult induced shock
case is treated.
Since the shook wave is very thin, it is assumed that the
" chemical composition across the shook will be frozen. On the
u
downstream side of the shock, the reacting flow will relax
towards a new equilibrium state at increased pressure. If the
: flow Is near equilibrium, thls process can occur extremely fast,
' causlng numerical Ciffloultles th,,t can be severe. Thls problem
=
"; has been sblved by utilizing a fully implicit nu_erl cal
Integration _ethod.
%
,..-v_-_ -_.r-_ .... _i ..._._._..__._.___ ........ _ .... (, _'
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The versLon ct' TPK tn, t Is described in herer_neF. 5 wa._.
:i
.1. taker, a: the star_lnF, _..'..lnt £c,r tnt. .re_ent _"ogram. All of tn_
. oapabllltles dezertb,_ct in Reference 5 have been included in
' the newer program
:f
,it
I.
t
J
!
l" )
!
,i
I
'1. i
'l,,
f
_i Ref.5 Niokerson, O.R. _nd Dang, L.D. , "Improved
t. Two-Dimensional Kinetics (TDK) Computer Program", SEA
Inc., Final Report, SN58, NAS8-35406, October Ig83.
6
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:_ , 3, TECHNICAL DISCUSSION
_'_,
,,![ The teehnloal effort is dl_ou_ed under tho four. tcplc.:
' _{I y.iven below:
_4
,' Tran_onlc, Model with Mixture Ratio Variation,
_";_ Seleotlon_ of Shook Method_,
_', ShoJk Con-_truotlon Method_, and
:;, Teennique_ for Reducing Computer Time
]
r
? ,
'!r
v
<,
4'
',2i
o:)
_',.
,{
I
;!
i
.t
.;. ...................... _ ._., _, __,._.....................................
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.' 3•I ";an:cn_e Modc, 1 with Hi_*,:r',_ I ' :_ .... -.' _-,
'"_ The, transonlc model used. by _F.K _ describe,] in Referenee_ 1
an_ 6, It i_ a flr_t_ordcr , purtu,,bat_on ana]ysls that in'i
! based on the m_thod of Sauer 7• 7 _e method divld,'r_ the flow into
me_ionn of constant mixture rat 1o that are _eparatod by
sllpllnes• Each rf ,lon eontalr., a _pcolfled fraction of the
tota] roans flow. ThJ_ method, which IS Callod the strlahed flow
option, has been moolfled so that flow: with mixture ratio
variation can be analyzed• This variable m:xture ratio option
is described below.
!
When the variable mlxt,, e ratio option Is used, there are no
sllpllnes In the flow. Instead, the flow mixture ratio ,r, will !i
vary from the axis (_-0) to the wall (_-I) as specifiec by an
Input table of r versus V. The streamline function ,¥,
0i
represents the mass flew between the streamline _nd the axis,
divided
by the total nozzle ma3s flow• An ODK calculation is !
done for each entry In the above table• ValuE. along the
initial data line for the MOC are obtained by interpolation In
the ODK results sing pressure and radial ooordlnate position
,Y, as independent variables. The tranbonlo analysis Is used
to provide a table of 9 versus Y. The method used is described
below.
The ODK program constructs tabaes of flow properties
(_, V, T, and c ) as a function of pressure. These tables span I
t
the nozzle thr_at reglcn. An average expansion coefficient is i
computed using these tables as
1
<
= _n (PglP)/£n (p_Ip)
[! _ef . 6 ,_ickers_n, G. _., "Striated Flow In ,_ Convergi,_-
Diverging Nozzle" , Dynamic Science Report CS-2/71-I ,
,: prepared for NASA JSC, February 1971.
I
[ Ref 7 Sauer, R "G_neral Characteristics of the Flow Through
If Nozzles at Near Critical Speeds", NACA Tech. Note No.
1147 (1947).
C 8
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where the subscripts I and E refer to the first and last table
entrle_,, re_peotlVely. Values of Y are found from Y and frc_m
input to the transonic analysis
Yn " (_n+ _n-1)/2 n - I,R,...N
and also
 _)/2
Pc " (Pc On_n n l
{n = Yn" In-1
Using these values, the transonic analysis calculates
¥ = O, Y , ¥ , ...¥ - Y
o , 2 N wall
The above ¥ values represent the radial location at which the
n
input mixture ratios
r , r , r ,.... r_,
AIO I 2
are located. In this way the input table of r versus T is
converted to a table of r versus ¥.
Next, the transcr_ic analysis is used to compute the
coefficients (B 0 , BI , C l , C 2 ). These are used to compute
n n n n
P(X,Y) and 8 (X,Y) in the transonic region (see Reference i,
pp.2-20) at points n-O,1...N. Using eac:_ of these N • I values
of P as an independent variable, the corresponding values for
p,V,T, and ci are obtained by linear interpolation from the
corresponding table that was computed by ODK. These tables are
9
w.
00000001-TSB01
!'i
then used to linearly interpolate for P_p,V,e,T, and o i at eaoh '
MOC initial line point u._Ing _ as the independent variable.
The program will not function properly if the spacing in the
mlxture ratio table, r , is too large. The required spacing
n
depends on the ehemoial system. As a rule each entry must
differ no more than 4 or 5% from its adJaoent values, depending
on the stolohlometry of the system.
The average engine mixture ratio, rav e , is also oa1_ulated:
Ywall "wall ',i
ave r+1 r ÔO 0
where
r is the mixture ratio at posi'Aon Y, and
i
d_ - pV sin(C-O) YdY.
sln¢ 1
!
,i
i0
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!3.2 Selection of Shock Methods ,I
L
Several teohnlques were investigated for constructing the
supersonic flow field using the Method of Characteristics (MOC)
concept. The MOC construction methods considered were.
I) Combinations of RRC, LRC, and Streamline
tracing,
2) Streamline Normal method,
8
3) Hartree scheme . j
It was determined that streamline tracing must be used
because of the numerically stiff behavior of the finite rate
chemistry. Streamlines must be traced and a fully-lmpllcit
integration method must be used in order to accurately compute _;
the reacting flow chemistry while maintaining a reasonable _,
integration step size.
Since the shock waves to be analyzed come from the nozzle
wall, it is necessary to trace Right Runnin_ Characteristics
(RRC's). A shock wave is inititiated when adjacent RRC's
cross-over. Since computing the effect of these shock waves on
nozzle performance is a primary objective of the study, a RRC
construction method was considered to be necessary. Since the
Streamline Normal Method and the Hartree scheme use
interpolation formulas to locate characteristic lines, those
methods were considered to be less accurate than RRC tracing.
It was concluded that Method I, (combinations of RRC, LRC,
and Streamline tracing), must be used if the effect of an
oblique shock on engine performance is to be accurately
estimated.
Two shock construction methods were investigated:
a) Shock capturing, and
b) Shock tracing.
It was concluded that _,:e_hod a: above, must be used, again
for reasons of numerical accuracy.
Ref.8 Fox, L., Numerical Solution of Ordinary and Pa:tlal
Differential Equ_,tions, Pergamon Press, 1962.
]
l]
i
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3.3 Shook Construct ion Methods t
in order to construct supersonic nozzle flow fields
containing, shock waves, a set of logic control subroutines and ;_
set of point caluulation procedure subroutines were developed.
The flow field point calculation subroutines are:
SH@CK Basic running interior point
INPTR Right running interior point
SHCKR Right running shock point
SHCKA Axis shock reflection point
SHCKAI Off-axis shock reflection point
SHCKL Left running _hock point
SHCKW Wall shock reflec;ion point _
h
SHCKWI Off-wall shock reflection point
The flow field construction procedure is outlined below.
The mesh construction begins at the intersection of the
initial data line and the nozzle wall and _RC's are constructed.
After the nozzle wall is reached, succesi"e RRC's may cross. If 1
Iso, a shock is inserted into the flow field at the cross-over
point. Next, LRC's are constructed starting at the wall, and I
I
the region up to the cross-over point is filled in. The LRC I
construction then continues with the first point on each LRC i
being a right running shock point. When the axis is reached, i
the shock is reflected as a left running shock. The program
then reverts to a RRC construction scheme arid the shook is I
traced until i_ reaches the wall It is then reflected from the I
• i
i
wall, and is _alculated as a right running shock propagating
towards the flow axis. Only one shock will be traced, but !
multiple reflections are allowed.
12
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!II
An example calculation is shown in Figure 2, which presents
the mesh construction for a source flow with i I/4 deg.ree cone
half angle that enters a right regular cylinder. A Rlg.ht
Running Shock (RRS) wave occurs at the intersection .f the cone
and cylinder. In Figure 2 the shock is attached to the wall.
If the induced shook opL is used (rather that the attached
shook option) a shook w_z be detected when the first RRC from
the cylinder crosses the RRC that is immediately upstream. The
control subroutine detects this crossing and inserts a RRS
point. The RRS is traced to the axis, reflected, and then
traced as a Left Running Shock (LRS) to the wall, reflected,
etc. Four axis reflections and three wall reflections are shown
in Figure 2. _'_
Strictly speaking, regular reflection from the axis
i-_. cannot occur in axiSymmetrlc flow. This is because the term
'; (sin O)/r in the MOC relations becomes infinite behind the first
_*hock front; i.e., r is zero, but 0 iS not zero. Thus a Mach
[=i'
shock will occur. However, as a practical matter, unless the
i shock is strong, the Math disk is very small and can be ignored.
In the computer program the Math disk is ignored by reflecting
the shock based on assuming that the incident shock angle at the
_- axis is the same as at the previously calculated off axis shock '_
.. pc int. ''i
i i
,. The flow axis can be thought of as being a right cylinder
,-- with zero radius. If the radius of this cylinder were non-zero,
regular reflection would be possible only if the radius exceeded
so_:.e minimum value. At each RRS point this condition is
checked, i.e. the Mach number is calculated behind a reflected
shock resulting in zero flow angle, The value must be greater
than one for the calculations to continue.
(
.... ]_
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OF, POOR QUALII'_J
IFigure 3 shows Haoh number vs distance for th. ee
i
streamlines= the wall streamline, the median streamline, and the
axis. It can be seen :hat the shock is much stronger at axis
than at the wall. The strongest shook occurs at the first axls
reflection. The Math number behind the reflection is 1.58. A
very rapid steepening of the shock occurs near the axis, such
that in actuality, there is a Math disk at the axls wlth
subsonic flow downstream. Thls small region is ignored by the
computer program.
Figure 4 shows pressure versus distance for the same
streamlines as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen from these two
figures that there is a weakening of the shock front as the flow ,:
prosresses down the cylinder. Eventually, the flow in the duet i
i:. will be at constant pressure.
The shock wave is constructed using the point calculations 0t
listed at the beginning of this section. Details of two of the Ii
subroutines are presented below. The basic shock wave I
calculation, subroutine SHOCK, is used to compute properties
across an oblique shock front that is inclined at an angle,B,
• with respect to the approach streamline. Subroutine SH0CK Is
descrl_ed in Section 3.3.1. The Right Running shock point 1
_ calculation, subroutine SHCKR, is described Section 3.3.2. It
: i
• is used for shock initiation, as well as for RRS point
calculation.
15
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I'
_.3.1 _uhroutine SHOCK
:i_ Olven the shock angle, £, and the properties _t point
. / i, thls subroutine finds all va]ucs at point 2 behlne the
oblique shock front, set figures 5a and 5b, below.
(Step ] }
The qu_ntltles _, _, and M, are calculated as
; _1 = V 1 sln 8
_ vI = V 1 cos 8
,,, MI / (71RT I) 1/2= V 1 •
:, The Math nu_,ber, MI, is used to obtain a first estimate for
_"_",, P(2i) _S follows (equation 128 of NACA i135):
_.
?i;'
_: (Step 2)
" I_szng the relations,
c'!uI = o2u 2 M_ss Conservation (I)
ci_2 _-2 Normal Momentum.. (2)_ + = P2 + P2u2
.: .lUlVl = _2u2v2 Tangential Momentum
• ] --2 ] --"
u_ \- U'" +h 2 Energy Conservation (3),. 2 2
-" PiP = RT , R ='-'./Mw Gas Inw (4)
and
1 h = h(T) Gas Properties (5)
,2,'i
I
O0000001-TSBIO
_" Shockwave s\/ LI_'
FIGURE 5a Notation for Ohllque Shock Wave, Left Running.
":,, uI ,"
;" _<0
__'_', /z RRS
;,.-'- VI),-
4_
'o •
"_" FIGURE 5b Notation for OblJq.Je Shock Wave, Right _,unning.C
._-,
..
!'
t
t
]9
9
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%' The following are calcu3ated:
;: from (_,) and (2)
u2 = (Pl-P2 + ¢i___Ip]ul
: fzom '3)
, w.,2
',i, from ([) using subroutine TCALC
•. T2 - T 2 (h2)
q
"'41
"_ from (3)
_,_
.:,: from (4)
: ,0 k
". F t+1) = p.) R
_.: Iterate on P2 until
_,, p i+l) _ p i) / p i) < _ .
':: (Step 3)
Values at point 2 are calculated as follows:
.: 6 = arc tan (_'2/U"2)- arc tan (_'iIu"1)
.... _ = 01+ 8
_-2 112
- v2 = (_'22 + v 2)
L- :_;
:; All other properties are obtained from Subroutine CPF.
If M 2 is returned from GP v such that
M 2 < I + (m , nominally (m = .2,
an error message Js printed and the run terminated.
2O
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:' 3.3,2 Subroutine $HCKR
This subroutine calculates a palr of r Jght-running
F ! shock points, 3a and 3b, using the known points ia, ]b, 4,
... 5, 6, and 7 _hown in the figure below.
i
!
L
_t
iI The procedure used consists of 8 steps, _s follows:i) Use point 5 if available, otherwise
!"I calculate from la and 4, using INPTRS. :
.I,I
"i
f 21 Using 4 and la, including _i' locate point 3
on line 4-5 .
[
;_/.'i ._) Interpolate along 4-5 for all properties at
' 4) Use shock subroutine to calculate properties
l
,"'_ at 3b from 3a.
t
11" ' ' For the first shock point that is computed, set _ = -a
> where a = atc sin I/M evaluated at the average of the folded
back point and point la.
r_ 21
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i
._.i 5) Interpolete for po.nt 2 between points c, arid
7. Set poin: 6 as ib for first e_ti.:ate.
6) Relocate point 3 by intersection of RRC line
2-3b and streamline 4-3a.
7) Calculete _ from slop,J of line I-3.
=_a e) Return to step 3 and iterate until
convergence.
Details of this procedure are given below.
I ctep 1)
....i_ Point 5 is c_icu]ated (unless _,vailable) from points la end
4
i
!I 4 using subroutine INPTR just before entering thls 1
i
- _ subroutine, ii
, !
_" lb 4 5w 6 and 7 are known points andI_ Points la, , ,
points 3a and 3b are the unknown points to be computed. !
Initial values (i=0) at point 3a for A, B, _ ,Y , and e are !
taken as the values at point _
{
Double subscripts imply averaged values, e. 9.
_i ( _ + _ ) ,e45 = "4 52
i'i
' = + , etc.
:: 43a _. cos 84 cos 83a
' Step 2)
i Using point-_, 4 and la, polnt 3 is located on the ]inc 4-5.
I
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(i) rl " xltan (PI+Bla) - r4 + x_tan O4r
x3 = tan 045 - tan (Bl+81a)'
r_i)= r4 + (x(1)- x4 ) tan 845
Step 3)
. Properties at point 3a are determined by Interpolatior, and
integration along the line 4-5, as follows-
C = (x3-x 4) / (x5-x 4)
L_
' _(i+l)
_3a = e4+ c (%-o_)
p(i+l) = P4 + C (p5-P4)3a
i+l) 3a ( )
P_a 4 _ (i_(X3a-x, ,
';" o(i+l) = P4 exp - (i+l) ,
3a P4 c--_ 43a 41 .i
_'i
fi
i
i
T +I) _ T4 P3a exp -
P4 co's 8 3a _x3a
Next the gas velocity is calculated as
• (i+:)
In IP3a /P4 )
N (i+l) =
., p(i41)/p 4" 2n I 3a I
N (i+1)-I
I/2
i I2N (i+l) P4 P3:,(i_l) = 4 N(i,._) I P_ Pt,. V3_ _ 1 - --p_-/ L
• _' 23
.... ....._............... ._,,._.,_= .... ....,....... _ _!
_'_.-"z_,_ _',_:-" . "''v"_-,.'__-'-c-'__ . . '-_""-_-_- .. ",I,,'_-, _._ .a. . _ _
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species concentrations at point _a, c_ i+l)_ , are
The
calculated using the Species Integration Subroutine, SINT,
and the gas properties at point 3a, A(_ +I) m(i  0F(i+l)3, ' -3a s 3a '
_i+l) (i+l) (I+i) . (i+l)G a , H3a , C_3a ' *3a , _re calculated using the
GPF subroutine.
step 4)
CalCulate all properties aL 9olnt 3b from 3a using the
shock wave subroutine, SHOCK.
Step 5)
Values at point 2 are determined by interpolation
between points 6 end 7. Points 6 is initially assumed to be
point ]b and point 7 is the next point on the back LRC data
line.
The radial location of point 2 is c_Iculated from
r(i+l) = r7-r:_ .. . _.
x7-x6 _) a(i_ ib) ,
If r_i). > rT, point 7 becomes point 6 and t.,enext point on
the back data line is point 7. The above calculation is
(i+l )< r7.repe--ted until r6 < r2
The axial location, flow angle.<, and Mach angle of
point 2 are calculated from
(i+l)
r 2 -r 6
C2 =
r 7 - r 6
x_ i+l) + C 2= Xc (x7-x6)
P_
• - _"'- .-.v_ ,. --,.._-"', _,.--,.-..,'_..... _. I"_
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e2(i+l) = e6 + c2 (87_e6)
a_ i+l) = a 6 + cp (aT-a 6)
Step 6)
Relocate point 3 by the intersection of RRC line 2-3b and
streamline 4-5
1
x_(i+l) =-r 2 + x2 tan_ (e2- a2+ e3b- a3b ) + r4 - x4. tan{)45
½ '3 tan (82- a2 + e3b a3b) - tan 845 li
(i+l) = r4 + (x_i+l) _ x4 ) tan 845r 3
Step 7)
The revised shock angle is calculated from
2%3- al
where 1831 _> a3
Step 8)
Return to Step 3.
The above integration equations are iterated (i-l,...)
: until r3 ' x3 ' e3 ' P3 ' p3s T3, and V 3 converge to the
required accuracy.
2_
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3._ Tech_/lques fOrlRedueln_computer Tim_
Work was carried out on the ODK and TDK modules for the
purpose of reduclnB computer run time. T_ree separate tasks
were carrlrd out i) slngle precision in ODK versus double
precl ion, 2) modification of the matrix inversion method, and
3) mo_Ificatlons to the chemical reaction decoding subroutine
STOICC. Each task is discussed below. _i
3.Q.I ODK Preclsion
It was found that double precision is not needed in t:_e
linear equation solver, LESK, when uslnE DEC 32 bit word
computers. The program _as run wlth and without double precision
for a test case with hlgh expansion ratio. The results showed
no appreciable differences. The change from double precision to
sln£1e precision in ODK saved about 30% of execution time.
L
3.4.2 TDK Matrix Inversion Procedure I
!
iThe linear equation solver used by TDK is subroutine .
NESK. It is used to solve the linear equation _X-b where the
vector, X, is the chemical species mass fractions. In an
attempt to reduce computer timL the procedure was changed so
that A was found and saved for use on suoesslve iterations.
Two methods were investigated.
In the first method =A -I is computed by Oausslan
elimination and saved for successive iteration. This method has
26
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the. advantage of being conceptually clear. However, it pays o'f
only if there are at least some minimum number of iterations,
dependln£ on the size of the linear system. The approximate
numLer of operations for the _X-{ method and for the X-I method
3 I Z
aret respectively, kn and 5n + (k-1)n , where n is the size
linear system (i.e., the number of species) and k is the number t
of iterations. Thus, for a system of I0 species, at least 4
Iteraclons must be made before execution tlme is reduced.
A second method was investigated in whlch the sequence of
row exchanges and row operations in the Oaussian eliminations 4
were saved the first time, and the same sequence of operation
were applied to b on successive iterations. This method is _,
,..
_ _ slightly more complex than the previous one, but has the
_._ advantage that execution tlme Is always equal to or less than _
"-! I
,_ that of the straight Gausslan elimination at 'every iteration. 1
;j Morever, additional savings in execution time can be achieved by
?
using scaled Oausslan ellmination instead of unsealed Gaussian
= elimination. ;" ti-
The following table shows the timing of the different I
:_ methods for our test case. }
. |
f
METHOD TIMING (_ec.) % SAVING
Present Method 164
Method 1 162 1 .2%
Method 2 158 3.7_[
(unsealed Oausslan)
Method 2 152 7.3_
(scaled Gaussl an)
?7
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The drawback of the new methods is that they have not yet
taken Into account the slight dependence .r A on the step size,
which Is variable. Althoug.h this adJus=_ent ca.1 be done, the
added complexity and risk Involved outweighs the small saving In
execution tlme. Thus, It was decided to leave the linear
, equation ._olver in TDK the way It Is.
i
.
• t
3.4.3 Modifications to Subroutlne ST_ICC
,i L
In order to reduce the number of calls to subroutine
STOICC, the stoichiometrlc coefficients are obtained at the L
,_= beginning of the run and then stored in various arrays. With !
i.:2[ this change, the subroutines DERIV, SDERIV, EF and EF2D do not i
i-_ need to call ST_ICC repeatedly and, therefore, the execution :!
_':_'__"_-' tlme Is reduced. In our test case_ the Saving was about 5_. "i
r'I
• -t, _
" 28
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'.. 4. Conclusions
_' The TDK computer program that is describec in Reference 5
has been modified to incorporate the work items a) through h)
listed in Section 1• All of the capabilities described ir
Reference 5 have been retained.
<_ The TDK program has been given the capability to de_eot an
, oblique shock wave induced by curvature of the nozzle wall. The
shock Is detected by a crossing of right running chracteristics.
The shock is traced through the flow field, including multiple
_, regular reflections from the nozzle axis and wall. Only one
I' such shock wave is allowed Math shocks are not allowed
I'
j The chemistry of the flow with a shock can be either a)
constant properties, or b) frozen chemical composition or c)
-_. finite rate kinetics. Equilibrium chemistry with a shock wave
j is not allowed• TDK has not been provided wlth a exit plane!
option for flows with shock waves.
J Straited flow (i.e. dividing _he flow into regions of :
_ constant mixture ratio separated by s!iplines) Is not allowed
"t
' .tth a shock wave. Thls is because shock-sllpllne Interact'on Is
i not provided in the program. The prograr,, can, however, be run i
i with a continuous variation in mixture ratio from streamline to
streamline. The transonic analysis has been modified to provide
thls capability.
7[,. Modifications were mad_ to the computer program to reduce
" computer run time and also to improve accuracy. Only a modest
(on the order of 55) improvement in run time was achieved.
Program accuracy was increased by several means. Co;plate
energy conservation was achieved along streamlines in the MOC
•' module by computing the gas velocity directly from the energy
equation. The Bernoulli equatioh was used for a first estimate.
Conservation of mass flow was forced by adjusting the flow
pressure across each complete c_,aracteristlc surface. The gas
density was then adjusted using the gas law. These measures
2g
_. • ...... - "...'-.i'...... _) _ -_'" ...... ::.... : ....... . ..,,,,,_.,______ ........ ...
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served to conserve energy flux and momentum flux across the
flow. Aeeurae_ was a]so improved by dLstrlbu_Ing points along
_, the MOC initial data Iine uslng a sinusoldal distri butlorl
funetior_. This n_etho:, provided an improved MOC grid spacing.
A revised User's '_anual for TDK (i.e. Section 6 of Reference
: 1) has been prepared. This document has been attached as
Appendlx A. The revised computer program and manual render
obsolete the earlier versions, presented in Reference 5.
• t
ik_,
i_
• -T
• • •b
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• -_e_r__FtlOnof theCompu_r_o_ram Input.
ii'
f_ _e TDK computer progeam con_Ist._ of five modules, 0[_, ODK, TRANS,MOC, and
I:: _. All of the_e modules ace required to perfom a complete tvo dimensional
_on-equillbrium nozzle perfo_mnce calculation with a boundary layer. Various
_ptIone exist In the program, however, which exercise the above modu]e= alone, in
part, or in oombiruation.
Data is read by the program sequentially in the order required for the execu-
tion of the modules. This order Is as follows:
T:_emodynamlcdam,
Data commonto the modules,
ODE moduleinputs,
ODK module inputs,
TRANS moduleinputs,
ROCmodule inputs, and
BLM module inputs.
A more detailed description o£ these input data sets Is presented in Table 6-1.
.'he documentationin which each of the data sets is completely describedis al,qo
.ndtca'_,edin Table 6-1, i
t.:. i
,f
i':i Of the data sets listedin Table 6-.1_ only the SDATAdata set is required for
.:i _..,ery ccmpu1_erun. Input of the other data sets is requiredonly if the options
,' =_ey contain are to be used. For example, Input of "thethermodynamic data is not
.,. requiredif an existingt.hecmodyrmml¢data file Is to be used.
:t
! ,
_ _',
J
"i
' h
P
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Table 6-1. Input Data S_t Description
___rdInput Section No.r D_scription
i_qMO 6.1, thermodynamic data cards, see Tables 6-_ and 6-3
" L
w
_0WT CPHS 6.1.1, extension of thermodynamicdata to temperatures
• beloW _O°K, See Table 6-5
•
":TLE 6.2, one or more title cards _(
DATA 6.3, _ data directive card
SDA_ 6.3, data nsmellst for m_dule selection, and g_.Cmetry r
'I
$_D 0
l
REAC_ARi_ 6.4, reactants directive card I,
• 6.4.1, reactants cards, see Tables 2-6 and 2-7
• 6.4.1, blenk card required to end reactants cards '_
_..'/T 6.4.2, cards I:oomit species
!_SER_ 6.4.2, cards to insert species !
IG_LISTS 6.4.5, _DE directive card i
$ODE 6.4.3, t_DEnamelist '_
"PECIES 6.5.1, species cards for _DK
I
:LAZ_!ONS 6.5.2, reaction carJs for _DK
. I
{
• i
_T REAX
I_TS 6.5.2.6, inerts cards for _DK. (to inert t_oQe species t/_at
• are not named itl ,eactions)
i
__ 6-2
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Card Ingut SectionNo._ Description
THIRDBODY 6.5.2.7, reaction rate ratios for third bodies
e
e
LASTCARD
$ODK 6.5.3 _DK t_duleham.list
SEND
STRANS 6.6 TRANS modulenamelis%
$DD
SM0C 6.7 _ module ham.liSt
SEND
SBLM 6.8 _.M module namalist
SEND
Table 6-1 can be used aS a guide when preparing input for given problem. It
lists the dam sets in the order in which they must appear in the date deck, and
also showsthe specialcards vhich must appear in each set (firstcardj lastcard,
etc.) if the programis I;ofunctionproperly. The table is basicallyself-explana- i
_o.-ywhen used toEetherwith the detailedinputdescriptionswhich follow, i
Certain special optionsto the computerprogramare described separa*aly in
Section6.9.
An inputdata card ! sting for a samplecase is presentedin Section7_ follo-
wed by the oorrespondlngcomputeroutput. In preparin_input to the computerprog-
ram it is usefulto reviewthis input card listing.
Successivecasescan be run usir_ the computerprogrambut completedata should
be inputfor each case.
6-3
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6.1 ThermodynamicData.
OrcLt.narily, a thermodynamic datc file is available for use wil:h the program,
and is assigned ¢o logicial unil; 25. _he inputdescribed here can be used to _ene- h
.'ate a tt_rmodlmamic data file if one is not available.
This data set is identical¢o the THERMODATA descrlbedin AppendixD of NASA ,.
"_-Z'_ (i.e. Reference9).
Using _'2d.s data set, thermodynamic data curve fit coefficients may be read froth
:erds. _ curve fit coeffl_lentaare generatedby the PAC computerprogramdesc-
ribedi_ NASATN D-4OCj7(i.e,Reference22).
The thermodynamicdata (i.e. T' etc.) are expressedas functionsof tempera-
ture using 5 least sqlmrescurve fit ocefficlenl;(a__5) and 1;#o integration I
constants(a6_)as f:Xlows:
R--I= at+ 2 -3-- :_ _-
"-E'= aI lnT+a2T+ + + +a, 7
!
For each species,'twosets of coefficients (al.7 and a1_7) are specifiedfor
.._o adjacent temperatureintervals,lower and upper respectively.For the data
availablein Reference9 the lower temperature Interve_iS _0 ° "tolO00°Kand the
upper temperatureIn"ervaliS 1000°K¢o _X)O°K.
Re£. 22. McBride, B.J._ and Gordon,S._ "FortranIV Programfor Calculation o£
_ermodynamic Data",NASA TN-D-4097, Aug. 1967.
6-4
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The input _ormet required £or th_s _ermodFnemic d_te is de_ined J.n _able 6-2.
_= _== _or_ _o_._ _,., _, _o, "2.o, o.. _ 02a,_li_ = =bl_
_-3 as examples. _herm_amic _a_a coefficients for _ che_cal species are
_pplled with the computer program. A llst of _ species is presented in Table
Data _ape Qeneratton and Usage:
A computer run using thermodynsmtc data card input vii1 generate a data tape on
-ogical unit JA_. This tape tay then be saved and used a_ a later time. The
program writes the TH_MO data card h_es on unit JANAF as read but with _o m_r_r
exceptionS. _e _P._O code card and the card numbers _n card colm_ 80 are
If t_ermod_c datacards are not input, the program assumesthe t_ermo-
dynamic data Is on logical unit JANAF. Logical unit JANAF is currently assigned •
value o_ 25.
6-5
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!TABLE6-2 FORMAT FOR .THERMODYNAMIC DATA CARDS
| r . , .
Card Contents Format Card
order ¢ol umn
ll| i i
1 THER.MO ' 3A4 1 to 6
2 Temperature ranges for 2 sets of co-.. 3F10.3 1 to 30
efftcients: lowest_ T0 common T, and. '_
ihighest T .
3 Species na_e 3A4 1 to 12
Date 2A3 19 to 24
Atomic s_tmbols and forrnuJa 4(A2,F3.0) 25 to 44
Phase of specle_ (S,L, or G for solid, A1.._ 45 _,
:_ liquid, Ot gas_ respectively li
; Temperature range 2_'10 .3 46 to 65 i_'
Integer 1_ I15 80
4 Coefficients a_ (1 = 1 to 5) In equations 5(E15.8) 1 to 75(6-1) to (6-3)
(for upper temperature Interval)
Integer 2 I 5 80
5 Co.-.l..ents in equations (6-1) to 6-3) _(]:I._.8) I ;.u ,o
(a_, a._ for upper temperature L*tt;e_al
ann at', e2° and e3 for lOwer)
Integer 3 15 80
6 Coefficients in equations (6-1) to (C-3) 4(E15.8) 1 to 60
(a4 , a3=,a6, a7 for lower temperature Ln-
-',uteger 4 t20 80
(a) _epeat cards nurnbe._ed 1 to 4 In cc 80
for each species
(Final END (indicates end of thermodynamic 3A4 1 to 3
card) data)
i
eGaseous species and condensed species with only, one condensed phase can be
in any o_der, l_Iowever, the sets for two or more'condensed phases of the same
P
specie; must be adjacent. If there are more than two condensed phases of a i
i species their sets must be elmer in increasing or decreasing order according
i to their temperature interval s.
'1
'i
_ 5-6
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Table6-4. SP£CIES WITH THERMODYNAMIC DATA PROVIDED
AT,(S) BC'L S£O(S) C2H F_CL2(S) KOH
AL(L) BCL+ BEO(i.) C2HP PECL2 (L) . KOH(S)
AL BCL? BEO C2H2 PECL2 KOH(1)
AL+ BCL2 BEOH C2H4 PECL3 (s) K2
_ ALBO2 BCL2+ BEOH+ C2N I_ECL3_-) K20 (S)
ALCL BCL2- 6£O2H2 C2N2 ' EECL3 LI(S_
ALCL+ BCX.3 _20 C20 FEO($) I,I(L)
ALCLP BP BE2OF2 C3 FIfO(L) LI
ALCLP2 8P2 BE202 C302 PEO LI+
ALCL2 BF2+ BE303 C4 PEO2H2(S) LICL(S)
ALCL 2+ •BIP2- J_IE404 C5 PEO2H2 LICL(L)
ALCL2- BP3 SR CL FEO3H3 (S) LICL
ALCL2F SH 81°,2(L) CL+ PE203 (S) LI_(S)
AI.CL3(S) _H_"_ _z o"L- _'_304(s) LU'_)
ALCL3(L) all2 O(S) CLCN H LI_ _
ALCL3 ¢tH3 C CLP I-I+ LIF2-
: ALP BN(S) C+ CLP3 It.I- LIPO _
, AL_+ 8N C- ClO HALO LIH(S)
ALP2 BO OCL CLO2 H_O LIH (L)
-_i ALI'2+ BOCL CCL2 CL2 HBO+ LIH
_ ALP2- ]_F CCL3 CL20 HBO2 LIN
ALP3 (S) BO_'2 CCL4 CS(S) HCL I/O
- ALF3(s) _2 OF Cs(L) HCr_ uo-
_- ALF3 802- CF2 CS HCO LIOH(S)
ALH BS CP3 CS+ HCO+ LIOH(L)
ALN(s) B2 CP4 C._CT.L_i HCP LIOH
= ALN 820 CH CSCL_) ' _ IJoN
ALO B202 CH2 CSCL(L) HNO I/2
_" ALO+ B203 (I) CH20 CSCL I402 I/2 CL2
:: ALOCL B203 CH3 CSP(S) H2 LI2F2
ALOF B303 CL3 CH4 CSF (L) H20 (S) Li20(S) i
ALOH B303P3 CN CSF H20(L) LI20(L)
ALOE+ BE(S) C_+ CSO H20 LI20
ALOH- BE(L) CN- CS2 H202 1/202
ALO2 BE CN2 CS2CL2 H2S LI202H2
ALO2- BP..+ CO CS2F2 H3B306 LI'3CL3
ALO2H BEBO2 CCCL CS2C HE LI3F3
AL2CL6 BECL CCCL2 _ liE+ MG(S)AL2F6 BECL+ CCP K(S) MG(L)
AL20 BEC'LF COP2 p. K(L} MG
_: AL20+ B£CL2(S) COS PCN K MG+
AL202 BECL2 (I.) CO2 i_O K+ MGCL
At202+ BECL2 CO2- }'02 KCL(S) MGCL+
AL,?.03 (S) BEF CP P2 KCL(I,) MGCLP
AL2.03 (I.) BEP2(S) CS }'20 KCL MGCL 2(S)
AR BEF2(S) CS2, PE(S) KF(s) MGCL2(L)
AR+ BEF2(L) C2 FE(S) K/(L) MGCL 2
:: B(S) BEF2 C2- PE(S) KP 1_,;GF
_:: B(L) BEH C2CL2 ,-'E(L) KP2- MGF2 (S)
._,. B BEH+ C2F2 rE K2F2 M GF2 (L)
_! 8+ BEN C2F4 FECL KO _,GF2
i, i
__ P
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,_ Table 6-4. (¢ont'd)
, MGH O SIN
MGN O+ SlO
MGO(S) O- SIOZ(S)
GO_) OH m OZ(S)
]_GO OH+ mo2(s)
M GOH O_- too2_)
' MGOH+ 02 SIO2
MGO2H2 02- SiS
N P SI2
N? e(s) m2c
,_F2 P+ SI2N
NF3 PCL3 SI3
NH PF3 XE
NH2 PF5 • -NH3 PH
NO PH3 ,.
. NO+ PN
NOCL PO
..... NO_" PS
-":i ' RrO?3 P2
.::_ NO2 P4
-- NO2- S(S)
•_ NO2CL S(I)
_ .NOZF S
_,,
_',, N2 S+ . ,
-_" N2C SF4 _ L
_' N2H4 SF6
_. N20 SH
N204 SN !
i' NA(S) SO •
-_" NA(L) SOF2
. NA SO2 ._
-__ NA+ SO2F2
-_ ' NACL (S) SO3
NACL(L) S2
_._ NACL st(s) i
.,_ N._'(s) St_)
_, NAFCt) St ii: NAF St+
i NAF2- SiC
NAH me2 i
NAO SICL
• NAO- StCL2
,_ NAOH(S) SICL3
NAOH(L) SICL4
:_ NAOH SIF
--_ N_ sin
NA2CL2 $i}'3
NA2F2 SIF4
NE SIH
NE  S1H4
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6.I.I THERMODYN_41CDATA BELOW _O°K.
_ Ordinarily thisdam set is not required. However,for low temperaturecalcu-
. lations11;m:y be necessary%0 extendthe curve fit data in the Thermodyrmmlc_ta
file (see Section6.1). The lower Immperattcelimit,TE, in ¢he ThermodynamicData
i _uppliecl Wi1_1the program iS .,_O°K.
_hsP_odynamtcDatabelow¢lw tsmperat_ce,T_, maybe inputbydatacardsas
!
_ :escrlbedbeloW.
:a_d 1 L_W T CPHS Directive for start cf low l_mpera_e
!_ C_S tables (col 1 through 10).
,! c,,
i_i:! card2 . , . . . . • . n 12 characterspeciesname, !eft Justi-
_..i_ fled, followed by the integer, n,
L_ p_ched in column 21. The il;e_Tern
_ must be such that 1<n<3 studrepresent
the number of Themodyanmic Data
_iI points%0be n_ut Zor_hisspecies.
O O O O
. above species, input 4F 10.0, 15.1 •
,! •
cardn.2 T_nK_T _ _ n'-_(1<n<_) n_h The_modynami_DaTa point fo" _.heabove species,input4FI0.0,15.
• " . Repeatcards l_oush n+2 above for each species%o be input.
Temperaturemust be T <T <T <T .
1 2 3 _
(:"inal END i_ T CPHS end directive (colI through14)
card)
6-i0
" .,. •....... _ ..........................,..-.. .%. _ _'.'__ -_ _'
VVVVVVV-- --_----
An exampleof this input is siven in Table 6-5 which showsa card llstlngextendlnE
_e Ther_od_namlcData for an 02/_ propellant to IOOOK. Data in Table 6-5 is
taken directly from Re JANAF tables (Reference23), exceptfor Argon whAch is
takenfrom NASA SP-3001.
The quantity_ As definedas
,, (H°-_)+ A_L_8 , cal/mole
and
_T ' ca.I/mole- clegK
, cal/aole- deg K
i
i
Re£. 23. Stull,D.R.,Frophet,H., et al., JANAF ThermochemlcalTables,Second
Editionj NSRDS-NBS37, NationalStandardReferenceDataSeriest National
Bureauof Standards,June 1971.
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:'1_ |
i+,
_ _ _ _ DATAFoRA_o2/%PRoP_ANT' " TAI_-E6-5. LOW I_MP£1_TURE ° ,
_ . , •
}
' LO_ ? CPHS
- An 2
*"_ lOOeO 6,g081 0986,5 31,550 1
"; 20000 6_g661 -&6717 340999 2 "
. !;:, . 2
,,, 100.o 6,000 51i16, _1096S 1
i_,:i![, 20060 6,908 S101_0 _5+608 Z
100,0 5,393 2_jSP? 1
'++ 200+0 6.$18 -_62o0 ?00520 2
-' _0
.i+ 100.0 7,q61 $9378:_ 30,396 1
,"i 200.0 7,969 .58§61 *_0916 2
"_ 100.0 ?.07+ -13e7.0 _n+!13 1
:_ 200,0 0,989 -604+. 62,966 2
._._ 00,0 _,668 §_479, 32,_66 1!= .. 200+_ §,434 $9036. 360340 2
*+ OH 2
_._ lOOoO ?,$67 7879 _S,852 1
_i: 200.0 7.309 8623. _1.021 202 " 2
.a 100,0 6,9S8 01381, 61,3_5 1
,_'! 20000 6+961 "6850 46.21B 2.......................
,il
i
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6.2 TitleCards
ii Thls i_u_ permitslabelln_of run= _I_ alphanumeric In_orm_tlon. As meny; =itlecards as d siredm y be inputin sequence. Card for_t is as [ol v=:
.i
.:... col 'I-5 col 6-77
:: TITLE m_Yalphanumeric information
_ it is not necessary to b_ut title cards.r.
_, ii
>
,!
?.
r
7"
t
£'
r.,
.I
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_ 6.3 DATA D_iFectiveand SDATAName!tst Innut.
: The DATAdirective and _ $DATAMamell_ input set described below mus_ alwas's
be inpu_. It is required£or all problem_ _Ince 11;containsthe input that cont-
rolswhich calculationmodules are to be execuVad.
be first inputitemmust be a a_Ae card, calledthe DATA directive card.
"._e £o_at o£ this card Is as follows: the letters DATAmust be punched in columns
, _ through4. The DA¢,.card is used to In_om the progra_t_t the $DATA nsaelist
inputis to £ollow.
) The card £ollow_ _he DATAcard hast contain the name $DATA, and all cards in
_ -_e na_lis% inputset _ start in column 2 or greater. Since Ns=elis% input Is
,: --_rd interpretive, ti_m can be input in any order. The last card in the set must
contain$_.
Users unfamiliar with Namells%input are referredto their FORTRAN reference
- _ :-e.___m Descr_i_zion Uni_ Value (s )
_,TA DATA directivecard
_r _DATA Nam_itst name, read in Subrou%ine
_ PR_BLV,
.,- 00000001-TSD13
I/ a module is _o be executed, It Is necessaryto indicate_he fact by input of
a moduleflee as describedbelow. For example, if a problemrequiresthat the %DE
._odule be run, it Is necessary to input @DE= 1. Only certain combine%one of
modules ere allowed. These are deucrtbed in Table 6-6. The module fla_s are:
: Assumed
< _".e__.mm Description Uni____ Value(s
DE - Set @DE - 1 if the ODE module is to be none O.
executed.
. @DK = Set @DK • 1 if the ODKmodule is to be none O.
executed.
i TDE - Set _DE - I if the TDE optiono£ the none O.
M_C moduleis to be executed
;,. TOK - Set TDK. 1 if the TDKoption o£ the none O.
<:.. HCX_moduleis to be executed
_-"_'_ _DF - Set TDF. 1 if the _DF option o._'the none O.
_ PECis to be executed
<.
. TDKIL • Set TDKIL • 1 if the TDKoption of the none O.
:i M_C is to be executedwith an initial
'. data line input as described in
,___' Section 6.9.2.
:_ BLM = Set BLM = 1 if the BLM optionof the none O.
.. _ module is to be executed
PP_gPT • SetP_.._°T - 1 if the constant proper- none O.
:,': tiesoptionof 1_e MOC moduleis to be
_. executed, See Section6.9.1 for input
instructions.
..... :!
.iJ
=oi, 1
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Table 6-6: Usage of the Module Flags !
__ Mode of Execution
_DE=I, _DE Is run alone. Options other 'than the
rockeZ (RK_=T) option are allowed. See
Section 6.4.3and Reference 9.
,_DlT,,,1,_DK-1, I_DEis run. _I_: Is run with _DEproviding ,
start conditions. See Section 6.5.1.
_DK=I, _DK Is run alone With initial conditions
supplied by the user. See Sections 6.5,1 and
6.5.1.1.
:q
_DE=I,_DK=I,TDK=I, _DE is run. _DK is run With _DE providing
start conditions. TEK is run with _DK and _i
TRANS providing M_C initial data line i
conditions. The number of _D£ and _DK runs _
will be equal to NZCN_. _
gDE-1# _DK=I,TDK=I,BLH=I, As above with a BIJ4run added.
_DE=I,_DK=I,TDK=I,BLM=I, AS above with _[E, _DK, and TDK repeated
IRPEAT--, using the BLM results. See Section 6.8.4.
Thls option "sfor includingthe BLM results
with regencooling.
_DE=I, _DK=I,¢DK=I, BLH-1, As above except that the _DE and _DK runs a-e 'A
-P_EAT=2, not repeatedbecausethere Is no heat input
correctiondue to regen cooling.
I
--DKIL,=I, _ is run with a M_C initial data llne
inputas describedin Section6.9.2. i
TDE=I, _DE will be run for NZ_NES. TDE is run with
wDE chemicalequilibriumgas properties,and
with _%NS providing N_C initialdata llne
conditlons.--
-'5E=1, BLH=I, AS above with BLM.
---_I,BLM=I, LRPEAT=Ior 2, As abovewith TDE repeated.
6-16
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Table 6-6. Usage of the Module Flags (continued)
Input Mode of Execu:ion
_DE=I, ODK=I, TDF=I, _DE is run. ODK is run with _DE provldlnE
s_t conditions. However, the _DK run will
have a frozen chemical oomposition. TDK will
also be run with a frozen composition.
ODE=I, ODK=I, TDF=I, BLM=I, As above with BLM.
ODF=I, ODK=I, TDF=I, BLM=I, As above with TDF Pepeated.
IRtEAT=I or 2,
BLM=I, BLM is r%analone. This option requires a
large amount of input that is provided
auto_atioally when BLM is Pun after'TDE, TDK
or TD?.
i
PFC4PT=I, The TRANS and M_C modules are run with _+
conStant gas properties. See Seotion 6.9.1,
!
6.3.2 Inputs for Control for the _oSPam. 1
Assumed Ii
Item Description Unit_.___sValue(s) ,
t.+IRPEAT - Set IRPEAT - I or 2 to request that a none 0TDK (or TDE) calculation be automatl-
oally repeated after the BLM module !
has been used to calculate a displaoed 1
nozzle wall. 'i
If IP_EAT - I, the ODE and ODK module '
exeoutiorm will be repeated with
adjusted enthalpies for regen cooling,
see Section 6.8.4.
If IEDEAT = 2, the ODE and ODK module
executions will not be re,eared. The
system enthalpy will be unohanEed.
IRSTRT = The program allows for a limited
_start oapability. If t.he MOC module
has been run suooessfully and units 11,1_,(_3 if TDE)
and 29 have been saved, then the run
can be continued by inputing
IRSTRT = .3,
I This will restart the prod'am after
the MOC ealoulation an,/before the BLM
oaloulatlon. The restart handles all
options involving Bl2d.
6-17
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Assumed
Item DescriptIon UnIts Value(s)
NZONES = Number of zones, N, to be used in the none I
anlysls. The ODE and _DK modules wlli
be executed N times. Zone I repre-
sents the flow ad.Jacentto t_e nozzle
ax_s, and Zone N represents flow acLJa-
cent to the nozzle wall.
SI = L? SI = O, Engllm unlts are to be none 0
used for input and output. If SI = 1,
SI units are to be used for input and
output. The S_ units required for
input are shown i_ parenthesis.
10EK = .When BLM is run wlth the MOO module, 0
values defining the boundary layer
edge conditions; xe, Ye' Ue' Te* and
Pe are automatically calculated and
stored in the XIN_, RIN_),UF_, TEO,
and PEO arrays. If IoFF Is not input,
then these values _-e stored starting
wlth the first entry in each array.
If IOFF is input then these values are
stored startlng in the 1OFF entry
of each array. Values must then be
input into entries I through 1OFF.
The boundary layer calculations wlll
start at position XIN@('_) of these
arrays usinE the $BLM input. This
input allows the user to account for
the development of the boundary layer
in the nozzle chamber, upstream of
ECRAT. 1OFF < I00.
If IOFF is input, do not input NXINO
in BLM.
._ 6-18
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!5.3.3 Spec_Zzcation of nozzle _eomet_,.
To eliminate redundancy, all geometry inputs _at are common throughou" the
modules are input here. _b_e that t_. cen_er of. _ nozzle geometr_ coor_Lns_e
system is at r_e centerline at the throat plane_ and that all coor_tr_a_es are
normalized by the noz_.le throat radius, rt. Hence, axial positions upstream o£
-2u'oat are always negative numbers. In the fibres deszribing the geomel;ry, posi-
tive anglesare shownas coun_er-clock_/ise,and negativeanglesare shownas clock-
W_.se.
Geometricarea ratios at which _Dg and _DK print out is to be made are
specified using the input arrays _TB(1) and I_JP(1).
_e nozzle gecmtry is defined in Figure 6-1. The _ calculations start at
the downstream end of the combustion chamber with a subsonic area ratio o£ ECRAT,
as Shorn. The CirCulararcs P_ and _ cannotoverlap. Thus, 1¢ is necessary
that D::_¢, P_, a_, and _ be _put such that
_ > 1 + (aI + a_t_) (1 - cos _).
this conditionis not met, subroutinePRF_ o£ gD_ will print the terminalerror
_essa_e:
INLETGE_4EIR¥INCCRPATIBLEWI_ INITIALCONDITIONS.
L'_ addition, t_e transonicanalysisrequiresthata wlue of RWTU> .5 be
_.nput.
_,e wall 8eome_rydownstrea_of the nozzle throat can be specltledusingany
one of severaloptions. All o£ thesegeometriesbegin Witha circulararc of ra-
dius_ which extendsfrom the throat point throughan an_leof T_ETA. _eomet-
._iesthat can be inputto both the _ and M_C modulesare described in Section
_.3.3.1.
'i
r i'
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Assumed i
:__.._m Description Unlt___% Value(s)
RSI - Nozzlethroatradius,r% in, 0.(meters)
ASia(1) - Subsonicarea ra¢iosat which Ix_orm- none O.
ttonwill be printed.
_ASUB . Numberof entries in _e ASUBarray none 0,
< 50. Entriesmu_t be monotoni.:decrea_In_
_I.value.
A_UP(1) = SuperSonic area ratios at which infor- none O.
matlonwill be printed. Entriesmust
be monotonleinereaslngin value._ 4
, /I
• !
NASUP -= Nlm_er Of envies in %he ASUP array none 0. _
<50.
ECPA2 _ ..... -NoZzle inlet oon_Taction ra_io for USe none 0. !
in _DE end _DK calculations.
KI - NormalizedinletWall radius, none* 0.
.q4ETAI . Nozzleinletangle, degrees 0.
R¼TU = Upstreamno_alized wall _roat radius none* 0.
RW__> .5 is required.
:IXPE = Type of nozzlewall to be input, none O. !
ITfPE= 0, if The real wall contouris I
_ut. i
II_PE= I, if ,J_ polm.ntialflow wall i
contouris Input.
If IRPEAT= I or 2, _ the nozzle 1
wall will be displacedby +6" as cal-
culated by BLM when the _D_ (or TDE) i
calculationsare repeated. This dis- iplacemnt is -6_ for the realwall
(ITYPE= 0), or +6" :forthe potential I
t
nowwall(m?z. I). Ii
* Normalizedby The throatradius,rt
!:
I!
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!6.5.5.1 E_¢ NozzleGeometrySpeclficatlon,for #DK and the M_C Modules.
Assumed
i_em Descrlp%ion Unlt__s Value(s)
IWALL = option flag for 8peclfyi_ the none 0
downstreamwall.
- I cone option(inputRWTD,_ETAj and
_, EPS.)
* 2 parabolic nozzle contour option
(inpUtRWID,THETA,R4AX, ZMAX)
= 3 circular arc nozzlecontour option
(inputas for IWALL=2)
._ = 4 nozzle contour (spllne) option (in- _'.;
ii put RWlD, _TA, _E, KS, ZS,NWS) i_
••_;
, = 5 cone. with specified end point.
_! (ln_t RW_,RtUcX,andm,_) i
= 6 skewed parabola o_ion. (input J
RWTD,_, _AX, _"_X, _E)
The iTams requiredfor the variousIWALLoptionsare:
- _,TD = downstream wall throatradiusof cur- none* 0. J i
" va_Jre _a_io _
%IY[ETA = nozzleat-taohn_nt angle I
.-NE = nozzleexitangle (input if l'WTALLy4, deg. 0. 1
or 6) _
"_PS = nozzle expansion ratio (input if deg. O.
IWALL=Ionly)
;_4AX = normalizedradius at the nozzleexit none* O.
plane (inputif IWALL=2or 3)
.......= .....normalized axial position at the none* O.
nozzle exit plane (inputif IWALL =
2 or3)
* Normalizedby the t_moatradiusrt
** If a cornerexpansion (i.e. Prandtl-MJ_yerfan) is desired,a value of RWTD •
.05 is recommended.Experiencehas shown that valuessmallerthan this sire _._e
:-_ s_meresultbut are computationallylessefflclen%.
=i i
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Assumed
!te_._m Description Unit.....__sValue(s)
RS(2) = table of normalized wall radii down- none* O.
stream of the nozzle tangency point
(input if IWAI_=4). The input tables
RS and ZS Start wlth the secondentr.y
becausethe first entry is c_loulated
automaticallyby the program, i.e.,
RS(1)=rT and ZS(1)-zT in Figure6-I.
The wall _le at this position is
also calculated so that the spllne
contotmwill be properlyJoined to the
nozzlethroatcontour.
ZS(2) -- table of normalized axial position none+ O.
downstream Of the nozzle_ tangency
point (Inputif IWALL=4).
NWS - total numberof entriesin the RS, ZS none 0
tables. Includesthe ,irst entryNWS
<_50 (inputif IWALI_4).
RZN_RM = Optional normalizingfactor for the none I.
Re, ZS, RIP, ZIP tables. For example,
if RS, ZS, e_d RIP, ZIP were input as
dimensional number_, RZN_RMwould be
the throatradius in thoseunits.
• See the Inpu_.variableRZNORM.
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6.4 _DE INPUT DATA (ALL PROBLEMS SPECIFYING _DEI
The _DE Input _ata described here is exactly as defined in NASA SP-273,
Reference 9, except namelists input $INPT2 and SR_NP have been combined into
a single list named $_DE. Any type of equtlibr.lum calcu]atlon available with the
computer program described it_ Reference 9 can thus be computed using the $_DE
input data*. In this document, however, only the RKT option of namelist ts
described. The RKToption differs from that of Reference 9 for problem types
other then single zone (_DE.
The GIDEL_put data consists of the following L_put groups:
1._ REACTANTS directive card, followed by up to 15 _.
";data cards, tallowed by a blank card,
specifying react:ants. ++.
2. (_MIT and INSERT directives to omit or insert species for _
equLtlbrium/frozen calculations.
3. NAMELISTS directive card followed by input
namellst $(2_)E specifying Input
case data.
6.4. i REACTANTSCARDS
This set of cams is requlXecxfor all _D_ proJ:|ems. 'i_e first card In the
set contains the word REACTANTSpunched tn card columns 1 to 9. The last card
In the set is blank. In between the first and last cards may be any number of cards
up to a maximum of 15, one for each reactant species being considered. The
cards for each reactant must give the chemical formuJa and the relative amount
of the reactant. For some problems, enthalpy values are rec;utred, The format
and contents of the cards ere summarized in Table 6-7. A list of some RT.ACTAN_S i
, cards iS given in Table 6-8 i
+
Relative amounts of reactants. - The relative amounts of reactants may be I
specified in several ways. bey may be specified in terms of moles, mole fraction, ;
or mole percent (by keypunching M in card column 53) or in terms of weight, weight 1
fraction, or weight percent (blank in column 53).
Relative amounts of total fuel to total oxidants can also be input. For this
situation, each reactant must be specified as a fuel or an oxidizer by keypunch-
ing an F or O, r_spectively, in column 72 of the RF.ACT_.NTScard. The amounts
*These options include TP,HP, SP, TV, UV, or SV problems, Chap.nan-]'ouguet de-
tonation problems, and incident or reflected shock problems.
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TABLE6-7 REACTANTSCARDS
(
i
h
i
Order Cut,tents l_ornut Card columns
,i
•.. First A£ACTA_'TS _,4 I to 8 .!
f Any One card for etch tencta_tt species
-:"] (mzutimum IS). Each card contains:
1i1 Atomic S"Szkbolsand formUl= num- 5(A2.1"7. $1 I to 4S
bets (m._umum 5 sets) a
i_ 12) Rel._Uve Ikei_htb or number of FT. S 46 to $2
it tholes
(31 _lank if 121is relative weight or AI S_
-:_ M if (21 is number of moles? ,
r_ (41 £nthalp.v or i_epna! ...-.t'Lva. 1=9.5 54 to 62
c_! mole
(S) State: S. L. o1" G for solid. AI 63
:l liquid or g'.ls, respectivel,'
:,} (61 Temper:t'ure a.ss._ctated xvith 1_8.S 64 to ?1
": enth._lp)-in (4)
,: 1'/1F if fuel or 0 U oxidant AI T2
4- (81 Oensi .tT.in gem $ (option:l) 1_8.S 73 to 80
l,nst Bl_nk
is
, aProKrnm will calculate the enthalpv or internal e._er_, (41for s,)e.cies in
,,_ .
--! the THERMO dato at the temperature (61 Jf zeros are punched _ c=rd
._ eolvntns 3? "-,rid38. (See section Reactant enthalpy fur ac;dttton:t!in.i'
-:'_ for n_,tion .1
•i bReL'_ltve_votght of fuel in tot--! fuels or c.,¢id:tntin total _td.qnts. All
_"t reart.'lnts must be green either a!l in relative _.et..:hts or :11 in number
_"; ,_ moles.!
ii
¢!'
,.!I
!i, I
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TABLE 8-8 MST_G OF _MPLE _CTANTS C.ARDS
R[ACTA_TS
N 2, H 8, C 2, SO,O _2774,8 L29a,_ r ,?_e
F _, 100, -)0_0,$92; _S,2* 0 I,S_
_[ACTANTS
L_,
_00, O, $29|,1S r
i
. I_[JC?_NTS
BE£. ?0. 0.0 S2_;e,lS Ir 1.85
* _':" kl _, 0 2, :L."O* 044_80, L29_,:.S 0 1,407
:, "Listed :_c_e ere ltx exsmples, F.e:.._eXaml:le must end with 8 blank card.
,i
i
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given on the REACTANTScards are relative to total fuel or total oxidant rather _an
total reactant.
,. There are four options in the $_DE nameliat for indicating relative
" amounts c,' total fuel to total oxidant as foLtows:
1. Oxidant to fuel weight ratio (_F is true)
2. Equivalence ratio (ERATI_ is true)
: 3. Fuel percent by weight (FPCT is true)
4. Fuel to aLr or fuel to oxidant weight ratio (FA is true)
• For each option, except _D£ with NZ_NES,,1, the values are given in the
' (_FSKED array of $_DE (described in Section 6o4,3). For _DE with NZ_NES-I,
• the MIXarrayis used. as described in Reference 9. i
:ii; i
,¢
.!i: ;
_,:i _R..eac,tante.nthalo?. Assigned values for the total reactant are calculated
'i_: automatically by the program from the enthalples of the individual reactants
r_ll:_' Values fOr the individual reactants ate either keypunched on the REACTANTS
,, cards or calculated from the TI-IERM_ date as follows:
_" Enthalples are taken from the REACTANTS cards u_ess zeros are punched !in card columns 37 and 38. F r each r with the "00" code, an
_i ent..alpy will be calculated for the species from the TI-IERM_ data for the tempera- !
_- ture given in card columns 64 to 71. "_
,_: When the program is calculating the individual reactant enthalpy for
!; values from the THERM_ data, the following two conditions are required: i
1. The reactant must also be one of the species in the set of TI-IEPJ_ data,
_ For e-xemple, NH3(g) is in the set of TI-IER.M_ data but NH3(L) is not. Therefore,
" ff NH 3(g) is used as a reactant its enthalpy could be calculated automatically,
,: but that of NH 3 (£) could not be.
• 2. ThetemperatureT mustbe Lnthe rangeTloJ1.2 • T s ThighX1.2 whereTIow
:'_, to Thigh is the temperature range of the THERM_ data.
_ For oases with NZ(_NES > 1 (see Problem card, Section 6.3) it may be de-
. sirable to modify the enthalpy of each zone. This can be done by using the DELH
i input array. }'or the I th zone the ith DELH entry will _ added to the system
; 6-27
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enthaip/as computed by _DE from the reactants cards (see above). For example,
overall system enthalpy of the propellants in the tank can be input through the reactants
cards and the work adaed or extracted per zone can be input by the DELH entries o
A_ alternate me_od would be to input zero enth_llpy on the Reactants cards and
input enthaipy pet zone b.vthe DELH entries o
6.4.2 _Mn" and._N_'_RTCard_
i: _MXT and INSERT cards are optional They contain the names of particularI'.7
I."
_ species in the library of Thermodynamic Data for the specific purposes discussed _.
Ii below. Each card contains the word _Mrr (in card columns 1-4) or INSERT (in
!! card columns 1-6) and the names of from 1 to 4 species starting in columns 16, _
31, 46, and 61. The names must be exactly the same as they appear in the
, THERM(_ clam.
I
6,4,2.1 _M..F.Car_s t
Y
These cards list species to be omitted frnm the T_ERMO_ H_t_. Tf (_MIT
:i cards at, not used, the program will consider as possible species all those
species .n the THEI_.M(_data which are consistent with the chemical system !
being considered. Occasionally it may be desired to specifically omit one or !
more species from considerations as possible species. This may be accomplished ,
by means of _MFr cards. , i
i
: 6.4. :}. 2 __._SERTCards i
t
These cards contain the names of condensed species only. They have
been included as options for two reasons, i
:. The fh'st and more important reason for including the INSERT card option is
: that, in rare instances, it is impossible to obtain convergence for assigned enthalw
problems (HP or RAT) without the use of an INSERT card. This occurs when, by
:. considering gases only, the temperature becomes extremely low. In these cases,
the use of an INSERT card containing the name of the required condensed Sl:.ecies
_. can elir:.inate this kind of convergence difficulty. When this difficulty occurs
: the following message is printed by the program: "LOW TEMPERATL_E IMPLIES
CONDENSED SPECLV,S SHOULD PAVE BEEN INCLUDED ON AN INSERT CAR/)". i
• i
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The second end less in,portent reason is that if one knows that one or
several l_rticular condensed species will be present among the fi_l equliibrl'_m
composlUons for the first assigned point, then o srr,all omr_unt of computer
time can be saved by using an INSERT card. Those con4ensed species whose
chemical formulas are included on an INSERT card will be considered by the
Izogram during the initial iterations fc_,rthe first assigned point. I_ the INSERT
card were not used, only gaseous speules would be considered during the initial
iterations. However, after convergence, the program would automatically insert
the appropriate condensed species and reconver.ge. Therefore, it usually is
immaterial whether or not INSERT cards are used. For all other assigned points
the inclusion of condensed species is handled automatically by the program.
6-29
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6.4.3 _._E_.N_I_ __:LISTINPUT
The (_D£ subprogram contains namelist input sections $(_D£
and $SHKINP. The Namelist $(_D£ must be preceded by a card with NAMELISTS
punched in card columns 1-9.
The SODE Namelistis requiredif ODE _I. or TDK =I, in SDATAas
descritedin section6.3.
}'or the _DE problem type any of nine (9) dLfferen't equilibrium problems can be
Solved. TheSe ate T_,FEP, SP, TV, UV, SV,RKT,_£TN, and SH_CK, Por the _DE-
(_DK, (_DE-(_DK-TDK, or TDE problem type, only the RK_ problem can be !
solved. In this section only the Rk'Tinput option is discussed. Reference 9 is
4
•to be used to -repare input for the other equilibrium problems.
The v_:ables input by the ${_DE namelist are listed ln-_able 6-9. iL
Additional information abou: some of these variables follows: _
Pressure units. - Th_ _ro_.r__ ,1_. ,_-_s_es L_.e _.ressure In the P schedule to be in t
units of atmospheres unless either PSIA _ true, or SI -- true.
Relative amounts of fue!(s) end oxldizet(s_. - These quantities may be specified by i
assigning 1 t: 15 values for eithero/f, 9&F, f/a, or r. If no value is assigned
for any of these, the program assumes the relative amounts of fuel(s) and oxidizer(s)
to be those specified on the REACTANTS cards. (See discussion in REACTANTS
Cards, Section 6.4.1)
RKTI)roblem. - Only one value for chamber pressure, P, is to be input for cases
With NZ_IES > 1 (see SDATAinput, Sectio_l 6.3). The stagnation pressure used for
the ith zone wUl be the value inpuf for P multiplied by the ith value input in the
schedule XP,. ,.ft. not input, all XP entries are assumed equal to one. i_ot TDK 1_ype
;i
problems, zone one is taken about the nozzle axis of symmetry and the la._t
zone is bounded by the nozzle wall. Similarly, the lth zone will have a mixture
ratio equal to the tth entry In the G_'SKED schedule.
Pri nt out wUl be given for the chamber pressure condition (t,e, Stagnation)
and the throat condition. _t'int outmay be requested at other conditions by use
of the PCI: schedule and the _UBAR and SUPAR schedules.
The l_rogram wll! calculate both equilibrium and frozen performance unless
FR_Z ,, P or EQL - F are Input. If FR_ - F, only equilibrium performance will
be calculated. If EQL : F, only frozen performance will be calculated.
4
tl
!I
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!"..:.ILE6-9 VARIABLESIN $_DE ]_AMELIST
!
Variable No, of TyPe Value Definition end comments
i entries before
read
i
I_;T 1. L False Rocket problem a
P 26 R 0 Assigned pressuFes: stagnation pres-
sure for rocket problems: values in
atm unless PSZA, or SI -. T., (see be-
low]
j S: . L False aValues in P a_ray are tn N/m aF_IA 1 L Palse avalues in P array are in pale units
_ 50 R 1. Multipliers for the ith zone Stagna-
tion pressure (zone 1 .* Ltme_ zone)
t, C_F 1 L FaLse_ Oxidant to fuel weight ratios are to
,!
be input a
E."LP,'ZI_ 1 L False Equivalence ratios ere to be Input e i
I FPCT- 1 L False Percent fuel by weight are to be input a
I
A uel to air weight ratios are to be input a
I _PSKED 50 R 0 For a Rocket problem, and NZ_NES >,1,
_FSKED wJ/1 be used rather than MIX
, (see Reference 9). Relative amounts of i
tote] oxidant to tote] fuel are input as }
defined by OF, ERASe, FPCT, or I_A. _For @DE-(_DK-TDK end TDE problem
types these values define the oxidant to I
fuel ratios for each zone (zone 1 = i
inner zone) ._
DELH 50 R 0 Con'espondingto each zone this value :
Will be added to the system enthalpy
input t_ru the reactants ca.-ds. Units
are BTU/# l_ PSIA-.T., Joule/kLlo,gram
if SI=. T., otherwise c_l/gram.
._ZLHI 50 R 0 Correspondingto each zone this ve_,ue
will be added to the systementhalpy.
' These valuescan be usedas a ]st est-
imatefor the heat returnedto the ma_
combustionchamberby regencooling
circuits(OFCinput in SBLM). The BLM
will recalculatethesevaluesand, if
IRPEAT--1in SDATA,rerunthe (_DE,{_DK,
TDK (or TDE) analysis.Same units uS
DELH.
.f variableis set to be true.
'i_te: For rocketproblems,only one value stagn,.tionpressurecan be input. This value
r._ultipliedby the i th entry of XP will be used for the stagnationpressureof the
i th zone. !
J
l
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Table 6-_ (toni'd)
" , i'r" II I ,,,
I Variable No. of Type Value Definition add comments
entrie: before
read
-- " If[
I_NS 1 L False Consider ionic species a
_FL__ I R 0 Input nozcJe mass flow-optl0n for _rDE-
_K-TDK ot TDE problems0 ff a value
for WFL_/_' is input an expansion with
this mass flow will be computed. The
values input for P end XP ere used as
estimates for computing stagnation pres-
Sure for each zone. The program wLLI
adjust these stagnation pressures ¢o
obtain the desired nozzle mass flow
within a tolerance of RELERR. Units
ate lbs/sec ff PSI=.T. otherwise kllo-
grams/sec. !
i
1 R .000S Relative difference between requested _,
end Computed mass flow rate. _e pro- i
gram stops ff this error is exceeded,
PCP S0 R 0 Coomputeand print solutions at these i
values of chamber l:ressure to pressure :
ratio (entries must be > I.)
SUBAR 50 R 0 Compute and print solutions at these
values of subsonicarear.atlo_..(_n-
tries must # 1.} , ,f
SUPAR $0 R 0,- Compute and pr_t solutions at these ')
values of supersonic area ratio (en-
tries must# I) I
ECR_T 1 R 0 Subsonic area ratio to start @'DKcal- i
cu]ations with computed equllLbriu:n .
conditions. The SURA.Rinput table _ ,
: must include an entry equal to ECPAT. ' I
i EQTHST 1 L Fclse To start (2_)Kcalculations wtth corn- I
puted equLlibriuzn conditions at the
nozzle throat, a 1EQL 1 L True Calculate rocke¢ performance assum-
ing equLtib.rium composition during
expansion b .
FR_Z 1 L _te. Calculate rocket perfor:nence assum-
_g frozen composition during ex_an-
Sionb o
LISTSP 1 L False List names and dates of all species
' residing on thennody'narnicdata useda.
YJ_SE 1 I 0 Optional a s signed number • s s oc lated
with case.
.b
--, Jl I I | I I II
air variable is set to be true.
bset variable false if these calculations are not desired.
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6.4.3.1 Variable Mixture Ratio Option
The MOC can be run with a _ariable mixture ratio option b
_etting VARMIX=.TRUE., and inputting values into the STREAM(1) tab±e
as described below.
When the variable mixture ratio option is used_ there are
no slipllnes in the flow. Instead, the flow mixture ratio will vary
from the axis (@=0) to the wall (_:l) as specified in the taLles of
_FSKED vs. STREAM. Sliplines can not be used when the shock option
is invoked (SH_CK=I in SM_C), because shock-slipline interaction is
not provided in the program. Thus, if the shock option is requested
and there is variation in mixture ratio from streamline to
screamllne, then the variable mixture ratio option must be used.
The program will not function properly if the Spacing in
the mixture ratio tablej OFSKED(1)_ is too large. The required
spacing depends on the chemical system. As a rule each entry in
CFSKED(1) must differ no more than 4 or 5% from its adjacent values
depending on the stoichiometry of the system. There are no spacing
requirements for the STREAM (I) table. However, the first entry
must te 0 and successive entries must increase monotonically wit i
the last entry equal to I.
The tables XP(I,, DELH(1), and DELHI(1) of $_DE can be used,
in which ease each entry corresponds to entrie: in _FSKED(1) and
STREAM(1). _
If VARMIX=.TRUE., the XM(1) table of _DK and _TRANS will
will be computed by the i_'ogram and need not be input.
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Assumed
Item Description Va] Je (s)
VARMIX= If VARMIX=.FALSE., do not use F
variable mixture ratio option.
If VARMIX-.TRUE., the variable
mixture ratio option is to be
used. The following must be
input :
a
NZONES in $DATA,
OFSKED(1) in $_DE and
i;
STREAM(1) in $ODE, below. _i
STREAM(1): If VARMIX:.TRUE., values must j
be input here corresponding to ,
the O/F values input in
_FSKED( I).
The values input represent I I
(O/F) i vs ti i--I,....NZ_NES
where i represents the mass
flow between streamline i and
the axis, divided by the total
mass flow. i
Thus
I
_,--0 at the ax;_, and I
I
_'-- I at tne wall.
I
The ith entry of _FSKED is (O/F) i. i
The ith entry of STREAM is¢i
0 < _.' <I i --,... ,NZONES -- 50
-- i "
and _i< _i.I
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6.4.3.2 OPTION TO PUNCH T__IES FOR BOtTNDARY LAYERPROGRAM INPUT
(DOESNOTAPPLYTO BLM)
Conditions computed ¢tong the nozzle wail can be output as punched cards
for input to the BLIMP, .TI3L, or MA_.bound_y layer analysis computer program_.
These conditions are taken by the boundary layer computer program as being the
/nviscid flow condition at the edge of :he boundary layer. Tables to oe punched
are: x, y, and P/Pc (i.e. the nozzle wall coordinates and the ratio of pressure
to Chamber pressure along the wall). The tables are punched in NAMELIST for-
mat readable by BLDdP (see the punched card listing given at the end of the sample
•output, Section 7).
A maximum of 50 entries upstream of the throat are saved and punched, _
+_ The wall point at the end of every characteristic is punched up to a maximum of _
SO0 total table entries. The user may specify a number by which the punched table +
:+_i-; WLll be offset. Thus, the first point may be output with identification 5 by input
• + i
t of I(2fFF-4. _he use of I_TF enables the user to extend the table by adding points
upstream. 1
If punched cards for input to a boundary layer program are requh-ed, the I
fo!lov.'lng items tnust bo trip'.': a._ part of ".he $_DE _tamelist input: ,+
/
1
item Name Description I
!
IPTAB = If IPTAB=I, one title card will be punched (this will !
-+ be the last title card input as described in 6.2) !
followed by tables of X, Y, and P/P. along the nozzle '
wall, These cards are for input to t,_e BI.IA_[Por ii 'i
MABL computer programs. The first point punched wLU
correspond to beginningof the converging section of
the nozzle (i.e. at ECRAT; see Fig ,u.re6-1, also I
table 6-8). i
I_PF = The first po_t to be punched will be nu.mbered as
-i Irr+1. i
! IPTF_ = If IPTBL end IPTAB=I, tables of M, T/T., C., V, and ip+ WLII also be punched. These additional t_ards are
required :or input to the TBL computer program (i.e.
the December 21, 1973 version).
If a TDE problem is sFecified, the following items n.us__talso be Input
when IPTAB=I: RSt, RWTU, THETAI,and Rl in $DATA.
These items define the nozzle geomet-y from the combustion chamber through the
' throat as shown in Figure 6-1. For a TDE option It is r,ecessary that IPTBLm0.
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6.5 '>DKINPUTDATA
ODK input"data is requiredif QDK =I or TDK =I in SDATAas described
in Section6.3. The ODK input data consistsof three data groupsas follows:
SPECIES data group
REACTIONS data group
$ _DK data group
Thesedata groupsare describedbelow in sections6.5.1,6.5.2,and 6.5.3,
resoectivly.
,'m
4
6.$.I SPECIES
ii i
Specie._ used by the computer program are determined In several possible ;_
ways, depending upon the problem type. Methods used to determine chemical .............
species for each probelm type are dlgcussed below.
• , d
For _DK problems species names and concentrations must be input, see
Section 6.5.1.1.
 DE- DK
For _DE-_'DK problems the initial start conditions for the kihetlc expan-
Sion sre obtained from an equilibrium calculattoh. The species list generated by
!i
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tthe equLlibrium calculation generally contains many more species than the 40
species for _hich the QDK subprogram is dimensioned. Therefore a selection
processes is.required to interface the _DE calculated equilibrium start conditions
with the _DK kinetic expansion calculations. This selection is performeO using
the following rules:
Rule l If a species appears in a reaction, it is selected for the kinetic
calculation.
Rule 2 If a species is specified using INERTS directive it is selec$ed
for the k tnetic calculations.
Rule 3 If any species has s mole fraction greater than an input criterion,
it is selected for the k_netic calculation.
Species which ere selected but which d:_ not 6ppeat tn a reaction ere treated as
Inert and listed as such on the output list of selected species. _
. For (_DE-_DK-TDK problems species are selected by the above rules for
_!. (2_E-_DK problems. However, for mul_Izone TDK cases it is necessary that t
=_ each zone have the same species list. _hus the Iht£RTS input (see Section 6. S. 2.7) 1
_i must be used to assure the same species are selected for each zone. I
-¢
TDK w,ithInput InitialLine Option
_ Speciesnames and concentrationsmust be Inputas descrlbedin
: Section 6.8.2 when TDKIL =1 is input in $DATA.
_ 6. S. l . l _DK OPTION FOR INPUT OF INITIAL SPECIES CONCENTRATIONS (APPLIES i
'!, ONLY TO THE _DK PROELEM TYPE) I
This input begins with a single card with SPECIES in co,'umns 1 tJ,.rough 7 I
and with either MASS FRACTI(_NS or M_LE FI_CTI_NS in columns 9 through 22. ;
' If the identifier for mass or mole fractions is omitted, mass fractions are assumed, i
., Up to 40 species cards may be input. Only those s.oecies specifie_ by input
s_ecies cards will be considered for an__DK problem. The order of the lt_put
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i
species cards Is Independent of the order In which the species appear on the
master Thermodynamic Data file.
A chemical species is identified symbolically by 12 alphanumeric char-
acters and must correspond.identically with the species name as it appears
on the Thermody_ami¢ Data file. A complete list of the current species names
are listed in Table 5-4 (condensed species, however, may not be specified in
the species list.) The species symbol may not contain t_e characters * or =. '
Col Function
1-10 Not used
11-22 Species symbol (left Justified)
23-30 Not used
• . 31-60 Value of initial species concentration (if zero
F_ must be input as 0.0) free field F or E format
-_ : 61-80 User Identification if desired
!
_. 6.5.2 REACTIONS
!_ Chemical reactions must be Input tf _K -1 or _X -1 in SDATA. i
p
•-,_ Up to 50 reactions with an implied third body and a total 150 reactions may
:_,' by input to the program. Only one card per reaction, and only one reaction per ,:
• i,_' card is pertained. Cards specifying third body reactions must precede cards
: _:" specifying all other reactions. Species names appearing in the symbolic reaction i
!__._ set must correspond identically with the species names as they appear in the
; master Thermodynamic Data (see Table 6-4). A card listing for a sample reaction
;-_
set is presented in Table 6-10.
,_ The syrrbolic reaction set contains directive cards and reaction/data cards
in groups as ou_tned below:
.'* REACTIONS Directive for start of symbolic reaction
" input
. Reactions with implied third body speices
END T3R REAX Directive for end of third body reactions
_ . All other reactions
!',.,
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4, _
LAST _ Directive for end of reactions
i '
r INERTS Specified Inert Species
: , . 33"ZIRO5NDY R£AX RAT];RA_S Directive for =tart of third body reaction
i race re:los
: _,lrd body reaction rate ratios
,", LAST CARD Dlzectlve for end of REACTIONS input
_' The content and format of each type of card is defLned es follows:
6.5.2,1 The symbolic reaction set be;ins with • card containing the word
REAC?;_NS tn columns 1 through 9. Other columns on this card can be used
, for comments.
_,i_ 6,5.2,2 Each card defining a reaction Is divided into five fields, separated by
';i cOmmas. Each field containS:
wr
field 1 a reaction
t',
!! field 2 A = followed by a value of A ] rate parameters
_i_ field 3 N = foLtowed by the value of N I for the reactio2
_ field 4 B = foMcwed by the value of B,
? the activation energy (Kcal/mole)
._ field 5 available for comments
_, The genera] form of a react/on is:
; ,p
,_:: N 1 *Symbo-'1 + N2 *Symbol 2 + . . . = Na *Symbol a + Nb *Symbol b + . . .
'_ where the left hand side represents reactants end the right hand side represents
,,-,_i products. The reaction can be either endothermtc o,"exothermic.
_ " The mutt/pliers, N, must be integers and represent stoichiometric co-! ,
i ,, efficlents. If no stolchior_etric coefficient is given, the value 1 is assumed, The
! " dimensioning currently In the program requ,res that:
i _., NI +N2 + • • • • =;10
,. and
., +Nb+.... t;10-_',_ Na
• The chemical species (d_noted by the word "symbol" In the above general
form) c_n contaLn up to 12 characters each of which must match a species name con-
,':,; tatr_ed in the thermod),namic data (see Table 6-2, card 3).
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;" examples:
Reectlon J.nterpretatlqn
;: NA++CL-=NACL Na+ + Cl'= NaC1
S+2*_-2=S_ B_'t + (_"= _f
BE+2*Z*_H-=BE_H_H _+ + 2_H" - Se(_H) 2
¢
The Value assigned to A, N, B define the forward (i.e. left to right) reaction rate,
k, as
- T.N
. k = A • " e "(IO00B/_'T)
_ in units of co, oK, mole, see.
All three reaction rage parameters must be input, be numeric value of each para-'i
meter may be specified in either l, F, or E format, ff E format is used the E must
;-:_. eppear before the exponent.
6.5 2 3 The reactions with at. IJ_plled third body must precede other types of
i !_ reactic_ns, and must be followed by the directive (columns 1 through 121:
-i Col I ,
_-_ all reactions prior to the above directive will have a third body" term added to each
_.
i " side cf the reaction. E.g.
n,_= n_-n, , . .
:_ END TBR REAX
I,
define8 the chemical reaction
H2+M=H+H+M
_ where M Is a generalized third body. Specific third body effects may be included
z by tnputing specific third body reaction rate ratios as outlined in 6 5 2 8 Cards
_ encountered after the END _ RT.AXdirective card do not have a third body term
i: added.
?
All other reactions are input next, exactly as described under 6.5.2.2.
6.5.2._ After the last reaction has been defined, a card with LAST REAX in
.i' _ colun_ns 1 through 9 is input•
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6.5.2.6 Reaction rate date for 13 dissociation-recornbln_tion (i_plied third
body) react3ons and 35 binary exchange reactions are listed in Table 6-10 for
propulsion systems containing eJements C, C1, F, N _nd O. These r¢tes are
taken from Reference 16 (two edElttonal reactions from Rofrrence 15 are included).
Cards can be abstracted from Table 6-10 for input to the c_;._puter program. For
the implied thLrd body reactions, the third b_ly for _hich the rate applies is In-
dicated In parenthesis in the comment field (M rf:presents a "g._nera]tzed" thtr_
body, see Section 2.2 for fu.,'ther detaUs).
6.5,2.6 INERT SPECIES OPTION,
Inert species (i.e. species not appearing in reactions) can be Included in
the input by input of • card with INERTS in columns 1 through 6 followed by o list
of i_ett species names. The species names must e_ch be followed by a comma
and each name must written exactly as in the master Thermod,.'namic Data. The
last comma must be followed by the word END. See Table 6-11 for an example.
] The species list can continue on to the next card, but a species name can not
] overlap o_to the _ext card.
6.5.2.7 THIRD BODY REACTION RATERATIOS
'_"= i i i
j'-!
" jthAs described above In. Section 6.5.2.2 for the reaction orEy one reaction
-_;i rate, kj, where
, kj = AT'NJ e'Bj _i_T '
4
_ can be input, For three body recombination re_,:'l_ns such as
H + _'H + M l = H2_ + M1
: the rate of reaction is In genera] different for each species, Mr, depending upon
:" the efficiency of the species, M t, as a third body collision partner. As discussed
in Section 2.2 the temperature dependance of a rec.ornbination rate is approx:mately
independent of the third body, i.e. for the ith thir,_ body and jth reaction:
i
'i kiJ " Aij T'N| e'Bj_T
' The t'_trd body e._ficiency of the iTMspeclcs fc, t!,e _th reaction is then definod as
mlj _ AIj/A J
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Thus mij Is the rat_.o of the reaction rate with _pecie_ NIL as the third body to
the reaction rate Input on the reaction card de_orlbed In Section 6,5,2.2,
reection r_te r_tloS, mlj, ere to be Input for the dif_oo_tion-rooombln-
atim'l re_ctJon_, a card with _'_Ii_ I_DY RZAXI_ATERATIOS In columns 1 through
27 mUSt be Input next. _ tJt!s card IS do.!eted_fro_rntJ:_9,t_p.nput,the loro_r_m a._ur_e_
all._mlj.- _1 E this card Is Included in the input, It must be followed either, by
a card with ALl, £qUAI, 1.0 In.columns 1 through 13 (which sets a!l mU=l) or by
SP£CIZS cards as described below:
The mij, can be Input usIng • card with the word SPECD_S 141cOlutnns 1 through
7. _Is word is fol/owed by the f!eme of the Ith s;_ecieS followed by e comma,
followed by the values at| Lu.F formst_ each followed by a comma. These mij values
can be continued onto succeeding Gards. Note tha_ the fnlJ values depend on the
order of _nput of the reacl:ion cards, l,e. t_e jth reaction is defied by the jth
card Input after the RZAC_NS card.
Table 6-11 givos a sample Input for _ Hydrogen/Ox_ren system using l_ltd
body reaction rate ratios, In this example the three body recombination rates
are input with _';;on as the third body. the rate with H2 as ¢ thLrd body Is a
rector of 5 ,_argerthen with Ar as a third body for the fb'st three reactions and a
factor of 4 1,.,_er for the fourth (Hydrogen recombination) reaction. !
6.5.?,,9 .A_this point In the data Input deck a card with LAS_ CARD In columns .i
1 through 9 must be input.
6-_2
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TAIK.E6-11 LIST/NG OF SANIPLE REAC_ONS CARDS FOR ;_ O2/H 2 PROPKLLANT
N * _ n N?O o isT,SE23 , Nt_,6 o _n0_, (_R) _0,
a * N s ON , Ax_,_IB , _ml, .,.Bx0, , (A_| _0,
n * a * O_ , I,1.2E_7 , _1, , _m0. ' ¢A_) _0.
N * N m S_ g im6o&E%? o Nil, o B'0oO (A_) NO,
ON *nM * 0 + _2_ , inS,?SEI2, N'O. , S'.?_O. _¢ULC_ NO, ;
0 * _ ¢ _.* 02 , _al.3E13 , Ne0, * g'0*, O_U_C_ NO, ;
L_S_ REAX
_=ErtES A_,I,,I,,_,,1., _'
S_EelES O,l?.§,I_.S!I2.S*_5**
SPECIES O_*12,Sol_,_o12,SoZ5**
L_ST CArD
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 .5.3
$_DK N_nelist input spscifles the conditions for the kinetic expansion oalcula-
_ion. The input is read in su_routlne _DKINP and consis1_ of the follow_r_ groups
,f _a a_ outlined below:
6.5.3.1 Specification of Nozzle Geometry
6.5.3.2 Integration Control
6.5.3.3 Print Con_rol
6.5.3._. SpeciesSelection and Mass/Mole Fraction
Check
6.5.3.5 %DK Problem Input
_d
"..5.3.1 Specification of Nozzle Geometry. i
ii
All of the nozzle Eeometry iS to be irnut using the $DATA Namelist input, see 14
Section 6.3.3 end Figure 6-1. I
An _DK _slculation will be carried out for each mixture ratio input in _FSKED
f $_DE whenever _DK = 1 o_ _ = 1 in $DATA. I
I
For a _ problem, it is necessary that the _DK calculations be run pest _he
r:ozzlethroat. Usually it is not desirable to run the _DK calculations all the way
'_. the nozzle exit because of the extra computer time and print out that results. "_
mowever, if i_s is desired on a TDK problem, it can be requested by input of item
EP as described below.
Assumed
_em Description Units Value(s_
DK = Namelist, read in subroutine
_DKINP.
= if TDK = I end a value is input none 0
l_er_. _or I_, then each ODK will be
ran to expansion ratio EP.
,I
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6.5.3.2 ._:_TEGRATIONCONTROL
The integrationroutine control: the _top _iz#.such that the relative
errorin the dependent variable increments are less than a prescribed fraction, .
DSL. Only doubling or halving of the step size is permitted, apd on option,
eitherall r.hevarlables may be considered (_F=0),or only the fluiddynamic
variables (,TF=I)may be considered,
When the flow becomes supersonic and the area defined fluiddyne,nut
equations are used, an additional check on cont_nult7 is applied in the fcrm 41
b_
i:
(pVA)N+ I - (pVA)N
(pVA)N+_ < C(_NDEL ,i
where C_NDEL is an input relativecriterion. : IThe step size s held be we n the two input bounds HMIN and NMAX.
equal.FLiedstep cases may be run by setting input values for HI, HMAX, HMINAssumedall :;I
Itern De._.criI_tion Units VaIue(s) !
: i
H! = initial step size none .0 ! 1 '}
HMAX = upper bound on step size none O. 10001 I
HM!N = lower bound on step size none .005 I
DEL = fractionalincremental none .00 ! I
error
I,
1:
I
1
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Assuroed
_te.__, Descriptlon Units Value! :,_)
T_XPLI = temperatureb, low which oR 0
expl,_c.ttintegration w_ll
_%aI_, Hot peeo_-,endod,
C(_NDEL = relatkveerror criterion fcr none txlO"6
•::cntlnuIWcheck for super-
_onlc flow
I}' " 0 allvariable=considered none 0
for ,-'.tepsiz,.: control
= I only fluiddynamic variables none
cons;tiered for step size
control,i.e., p,u, and 7 1
H
6.5.3.3 PRINT CONTROL _'
Outputfrom,theKineticExpansionCalculationconsistsofcomplete i
outputforeach printstationselected, The end pointofthe nozzle isalways i_
prln'ed, Printstationsare selectedfrom one of "hefollowingoptions: I
Assume, !Ite___.mm .Descrip.t.ion Value(s, i
,TPRNT = -2 p_.ntthroatand inputarearatios(see ARPRNT) -2
: -! printat*.in.i_d_.__.a_ig_ forconical !
nozzle.* Print at ,"e'_'.-o'.edwall contour, pc.i_t;= 'iforcontourednozzles _r,r _ho sp 1 _ _
........... e fl,, ,.
option (IWALL:_), prir:t out wi!l occur a_ i
e_ch entry in Z_ of $DATA. For other con-
tours (IWALL=2 or 3), print out will
occur at 20 equ=_!y spacec axial location._
along the nozzle.
= 0 print at evew integrationstep
= +I printevery ND3rd stepup tothe throatand
thennominal area ratios
:   printevery ND3rd stepover entirenozzle
*For :P.--,NT=-!and a ,'_on.ca.,'nozzle t,,..e.,wA,..,..__"= i .,,the '_ntemallysetar_a..
ratios a:,..:
A[-,FF_.\T(1)= .',3,'= 3_ '_ "2 58 60,64 '!6 i20 ]28 .'00,2_0#.eel "l " I" leeel # # • • e_ I # #e*_i I
2_*' 40?LW# * * O #
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•.'_[PR/gTis +I or e2, the following,mu_t be .nput._,
Descriptig.n
N_ = flrstintegrationstep to be selected for -
print
ND2 m last Integratlonstop to be So|coted for -
print
ND3 ,, pnn: every ND3rd step botwe.on ND] and -
ND2.
h
II?PRNT is -2, ",hefollowing must be input:
,I
ARPRNT(!) - requested area ratiosfor print,must be - ,,
monotonic increasing and greaterthan l,O
If no vnlue:_ re input, will u_e
values frum A ....P of SDATA. ,s
',j
NIPRNT = number of area ratios requested for print - j
-<i00. ':
An extended print option may be selected as follows: Ii
q4
Item Valu.__e Descrqptlon ,
', II
:DYSCI = 0 no extended printrec.uested 0
= ! extended printoFt:on selected (notsuggested)
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In order to interface I_DE equilibrium calculated start conditions
with the kinetic exl_nslon oalcuI._tion_, special _:on=lderat_on rnu_t be made
for inert species (these not appearing lr d',e re_ction act). Inerts may be =elect-
ed explicRly by use of the rNI_TS cLt_cUve or by use of a relativo _election
¢rRericm.
If A MULTIZONE TDK PROBLt:M IS SPECIFIED INERTS _ BE SPECIFIED
VIA THE _NERT$ DIRECTIVE. This Is required 8o that the chemistry _elected for
multizone cases will be com_t_le. _
The tNZRTS ¢LLrect.tveis descrLbed in Section (6.5 2.6)
" = il
i
The relative selection criterion (_DK or 1 Zone TDK problems,) _:
is described below: ;i
:l
I
Item Nam_ Function
ZPb"t;L - all species which do no_ appear expl,.c,tly
in the reaction set but whose ,'hole .fractions _
are greater then the inl_u_ va'..ue for EPSEL, vdU
be retained for the kine_.cexpansion. Spec_.es 1selected under th_s cri:erion are treated as in_."t.
The _ogram assuTr,es EPSEL=I.OE-5, unless input, t,
_, some instances it may be desirable to use input species concentrations
which do not sum to unity. Species concentrations, el.he, input or from equili-
brium start conditions, are summed and the sum checked as described below.
XMFTST = Input species concentrations are summed and checked
versus unib' using this input c."ite:'ion, if
I I -_specles concen_at!ons I<XMFTST
then the test is passed. The species concentratton_
will then be norrr.a!ized such tha_
_specles concenLratlons= 1.
The progTamassumes X.MFTST= 1.0E-3, unless input.
_r the test is not passed, an error message will be given and the
run term_ated.
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6.s.3.s o_ KPROBL M__p7
This Input Is required when PROBLEM _DK Is specified on the
problem card. A kinetic exl_nslon from Input arbtU'ary start conditions is
to be computed, _ addition to the Input items described in section 6.$.3t an
_DKproblem requires Input of those Items desc_-_bcdIn sections 6,5, ! and 2,
PC ,, chamber pressm'¢ PSIA N/M a
T " Initial temperature OR °K
V - Initial gas velocity fl/sec m/see i'
JPFLAG " 0 pressure table none none _,
ca Iculated Internally ;"
•" 1 pressure table input i,
ZCRAT - lnittal contraction ratio none none
For JPT'LAG,, 0 option the following must be Input:
_t_m Name _tput C?uent_ty Units .SI T.T_lts !
PI " initial pressure P$IA N/_vIi !
PEb'_AR " throat pressure PSIA N/M s t
|
For _PFLAG = 1 option the following must be Input:
.!
.l,temNam e Input Ouantitv _
PCB(1) : normalized pressure none
table entzies*
ZTB(1) = normalized pressure none
tablecoordirmtes**
NTB ', number of pressure none
table entries, s 127
Z = initial axial I)osition none
* norrhali."ed to input chamber presSuJ'e, PC
** normalized to Input throat radius, RSTAR
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A me@@ averaged_DK IBPsumma_ page may be obtainedatth_end of
the R}DKoalculatlon_ as described below:
MAVXSP -1 Spocifie_ m_ averaged ISP option
XIV](I) - Ratio of mass flow rate of eaoh zone (zone 1
•= inner zone) tOthe _otal maas flow rate.
6-._0 ._ _'
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!6.6 $TRANSNAMELISTINPUT.
When a M_C problemhas been speoified,the inputdata set STRANS is required
for the transonlecalculation.
Ass6_ned
Ite._m bgsori=ption Va1_e(s )_
STRANS • Namlist, read in oubroutlneTRAN
XM(1) = Ratioof mas_ flow rate of eaah zone (zoneI 50*0
= innerzone) to the total _sS flow rate.
, (need not be input if MAVZSP= 1 option spe- .
,;
otfled and XM input in SeDK). _
ALl = Numberof degrees initialllneWill be disp- 0
laoed downstream. The prod'am assumesALl
is zero. It'ALl is not zero,a _)mmmtrio
throatis required(RWTD = RWTU).
IBUG = If input is nonzero, intermediatetransonic 0
outputwill be printed.
The followinginputmay be used to oontrolthe oonstruotlonof the initialllne:
Assumed i
Ite___mm Desoription Value(s)
MP Numberof pointsto be placedon the initial 50
line. MP 275.
A sinusioda]distributionof the followingform
is u__ed:
I
ri = [rwSln(gg)] i = 0,1,2....N
where N = MP _nd ¢I is EXPI desorlbedbelow.
Editing is done to oontrolthe spacing,see
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A_5um_ !
ID(P1 = ¢1 fop _lnusoid_l d:L=tribut,:Lon, 1,2
DI_ZN _- Edlt,lnz ortger'la for _inu_otd=l ,01 "
di=t,ribut, ion, The first; mltla! lino poi,_t
belowf,he wall,r 1, willbe _paoedsuoh_,h,_t, l!
I
h
rw - rI > _,in [DRMIN* RWTD,,0253
If'_ \,'_Iu,:,!':q" L'!!=,l:::'",o !,.::_rq:ut:_I_
DR_INI = E¢iting oriteris for sinusoidal 5wI0-4
distribution.Pointson the initialline
will be spaoed such tha_
r - r > DRMINI
n n-1 ,!
SEND i
i
F
t:
I
!,
i
i,
P
I
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6.7 $MOC NIg_LIHTINPt_.
This daZa set oonu_iqsthe input itemsfor the supersonlcMe_hodof Characlmr-
/ztlc_(MOC)module. _le items are divided intofour types,which are de_crlbed
in the followingsubsections,
6,7.I Char_et_ri_tlcsMesh Control
6.?.3 Input_tram BD_R
6.?.) Print Control
6.?.4 _xlt Plane Optlon
O_t_n no SMOC inputis necessary,,alncethe defaul_wluo_ are u_ally aul-
_ic:.ont.
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6,7,1 Characteri_tic_MeshControl
Assumed
ItemNa_ Input9uan,ti__!_ Unit..._ Values
5M&C m Namoll_tname, r_adby _broutine
CHAR
D_ ,, I_ler_lonm wi%l be made such none .1_
that luooes_lve points _|orl_
Itto_m]L_e_ will not be sep-
arated by more _an DS.
DWW% - insertion control p_rameter degree_ ",
£e w de_cribed Ln Section 5.9.2,
EPW = the prollram will insert such non_ ,P,_
that the wall end point Is
located wl*,.hLna tolerance EFW.
I'MAX = the maxLin_ number ot Interatlon_ none I0
to be allowed whUe atCemptLn_ to
achieve _ relative conveyance for _,
the flow var! bias o_ 5"10-_.
u 1 the program will terminate the case none 0 I
Lf a prL,_tedpolar requires maximum !
iterations for ccnvurgence. !
f
Or ' !I_IAXF ,,, 0 program v,L11continue the case after]:MAXltere*.t=ns per pc.trothave occu.'red
Tt:X?LI - input temperature belcw which expl,_cLt °R, °K 13 _ Unit. _
_tegra_on [or the species concentJ'a-
t.tons will be used.
E'f_II - (clot point editL_g as described in degrees .2[,
Section 5.9.2, CNTRL.
E$ = (S for point edLtLngas described _n none .00_
Section 5.9.2, CNTRL.
DTW'_ = 6(_tujcrStarion for L_e_on In sub- de,tees 2.
rout_es INPT, DSPT as described
tn Section 5.9 o2, CNTRL,
!
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1
.7,1,1 Mr,C _hooW. O[JtJcr+
If the MOC ,_tioc'k option 1_ r,equest__d (.:H¢_CTt_I), thF.,n tht.
:.,_sh "._ristPuettor t,e{.;ln,'. at the+ |rt. erf_eet, icn o1" t|lr. J,hltla] dat._.
• ii, ;_:,d tile FlOOZie' w;_l] , RRC's ap_P ooili_tpblc'.ted, _'t__-'O";-_','c '.}. ''
'+, l,,' _ ';+_ '."T,¢,_x t, ,- ,,.:,1 I mrt_,, ol,or;', If' _o, a mincer Ji, ... • *
bfit_"Pt+:d lhto thP flow fl#.l.d _,I. the, or, o_-ov#P polnt, N_,xt, I,Ii, r.,;
:,r. oont_truot_.d ;-:l?+r'tJnR at. ttl++ w_]l , and t.h++' P_,t_Jc'Pl _IF tO tile.
'f'+:,,_5-c,V(,P F.o_rl_ 1;_ tj}]od Ill, Ttl(+ hi((] oorlr, tpu;-'tJon tr,_h COIlt!.f, 141"_',
.'Jtti Lh(_ 1,_t p_+Jnt oh r;_lc,ll bllC br,|.rl.¢; (; f,J_ilt r'tlllll!n_; t_l-lt,ol< _o_r,t.,
_zho¢,k, Tho _lPL-'61'_Jlh tiif>ll P__V()Pt. 8 _¢,; {t RR'3 oon#_l, UC,_+;_r,ll l_,"_-'h_7,ffl(,l_rl_ Llil" i
.!_oek _:__ tPaetd Uhtl_ ;_t. Pb ,?llc,_ thu WL_[.I, It ];' th(.fi r'efl(et,;d
' I_Orfl th(' Wtt_,_ i :;fl(t _ e ca.1 eul ated _,; a l+J _'.ht l'Unh_ lip r_,,.,L'i;
rPopa_at, tn6 toword,u th4+ flow _xts, On;,v ont, _,'hr:ek wLll bu tPg':,_d,
t,ut IllU]t.|[,](-' reft(.ot, iolis ,_,'+ [ll_[ow¢,d,
AL'.,£ UMEb
m__1 i,s,'.:E Ll,iv.t!T I_cl._ ...A_NZl%[ v.4l,t! I_ ,,
3HC.',CK: it" _HTCK_O, _ho(_ks w111 be t_,r, oi'ed
•,i,o t.i,,_:l,;OC £1ow fJeld will u_c LRC O
construct f on,
If SH_CK-1, a shock will be tnsert.('d,
and traced as described above,
ISHCK= . f ISI-, 'K_l, no speelal action taken 1
If IF.HCK-2, erosslllg c'f RRCis will be
ignored for all RRC's that originate
at the wall upstream of axial eoordl-
hate position XA. If the shock Is too
strong, it cannot be ignored.
A- Axial eoot,dinate position on wall dis- 0
eusse_ ur_der ISHCK, above..
, _r LI,_)
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6,7.2 Print Cont.rol
Assuned
Ztem.._/am.e .Input Quantity _ Values
N1 ,, flow parameters will be.printed none " 500
for every NI _ tnterLor point a-
long characteristics selected
for print
N2 a every N2th characteristic will none 1000
be selected for print
NC ,, for NC _ 0 species concen_a- none C:
Uons (partial densities) will be _i
H_ted with t._e flow pafametet'S,
C_I the quantltl_eS A, B,_,beat capacity (BCU/Lb-_, end
enthalpy (fta/sec a) w_J.1be append-
ed to the species cor.cantratlon
print,
_SFL - at the completion o_ each left rurmtng none 1
Charac'_eristtc (LRC) the messfiow is
L'_tegrated.
If
MASSFL - 0 then no mass flow printed
MASSFL = 1 then tote] _.as£ _ow _:',d *.he
number of points on the LRC
ere printed for each LRC
MASSFL ,, 2--t_hen =_ss flow for each po£n¢
along LRC is pr_.nted
MASSFL - 3 Same as MASSF_- = 2 with 1:,he
addltlon of execution tL_e at
the end of each LRC
see _¢tlon 5.8.1, CZ-_
NDS - "_or N_DS= 1 Dlvidin; Stzeaml_e Points none 1
wLU be printe_. (No:+.L_al)
fop N'DS= 0 Dividing Streamline Points
will be sup;'ressed.
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6.7.3 Inputs from DER, Reference 10.
_,_,emN_e Input Ouantltv
_FBAR = Overall mixture ratio in- none
clud_g condensed phases.
For pr/nt out on/y.
£ZABAR = Overall evapora_.ton efficiency, none
I.e. the ratio of gas flow to
total propellant flow at the _
throat..ETAKARIsp,tota| = Isp ' gas
DRPISP .....................*, Ratio of total condensed II_ Sec/]bmphase momentum to the mass (tf SI Ur_tts then
flow at the throat. Not used, N sec/kg) ,
reserved for future use. ...............
i
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6.7.4 Exit Pla,le Option
On option, the TDK method of characteristics oa!ou!ation will continue the mesh
construction through the exit plane of _e nozzle and print a summary of the exit
plane properties.
Assumed
Item Description Value(s)
EXITPL = Exit plane c_.lculation requested if set .FALSE.
.TRUE. not operational for shock option.
For the case when two TDK runs ere to be_
_. made, i.e.. when
- i]
_.: IRPKAT = I, or "Lin SDATA
then the exit plane will be computed for the
_ second TDK run, but not for the first TDK
run.
-3"
6.7.5 Punch Initial Line
ID
_z-in_ any calculation generating an initial line, the initial line may be
punched in a form suitable for running an input initial line option. The following
input ix required.
Assumed _i
Item Descr!ption Value(s)
ILPUCH = Requests PuncbinE of Initial Line if set .FALSE.
.TRUE.
IPUNIT - The Fortran unlt number assigned to the
PUNCH. (e.g., on Univac 1108 INPUNIT = -3,
on the other m_chlnes it may be 7, 8, etc.)
!"PORT;-_T NOTE
".f IPTAB = I option is selected, i.e., the boundary layer edge condi'.ions punched
for TBL input, the initial line pt:nehed cards will be interspersed with the TBL
: edge cc.ndit._onspunched cards, i
SEND
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6.8 Boundary Layer Module (BLM)..InputData, SBLM
This input data set is required if the BhM is to be executed, I.e., if BLM=I.0
was Input in the SDATA namellst. Most of the data required by the BLM is communica-
ted automatically by the _DE and/or M@C modules, or is preset as assumed values.
Hence, these da_a items do not necessarily need to be input to the BSM module.
However, any value that 1o read in will override the assumed or o_icated value.
The input data items to the BLM module are as follows.
Assumed
Ite_.._mm Description Unit._._% Value(s)
SBUI = NamellSt name, read in Subroutine
mnn_
IT_PE = flaE to specify the tYl_ of Mdy I
geomtry
= I, for an aXis_trlc nozzle, re-
quired by TDK
- 2, for an a_!s)mmletrlcexternal flow
= 3, for a two-dimenslonal external .:
flow starting at a stagnatlon
point.
WD_T2D = _2D' nozzle mass flow. If the MOC ib/see I.
module was not executed, a value
can be Input hare so that a boun-
dary layer LSP decrement can De
computed
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6.8.1 BLM Gas Properties ,
.;. Gas propertiesthatare requiredby the BU4 are y, Cp, and _ versusT, and a
value for the Prandtlnumber,.Pr"
If tablesfor Cp and > are not input (see CPO, CKO, and TO, below)_hen the
orogram will preparethese tablesusing the _DE module. The tables are prepared
-singa seriesof (T,S) equilibrium calcula%ions,where T variesfrom 600% to
7000°R at 200°R increments. The chamberentropyvalue is used for S. Values at
100°R are _'_n extrapolated and added to the table. The table is prin'_l wir.l_ the
5LM output.
If constantsdefiningthe gas viscosity,_, and if the Prandtlnumber,Pr' ape
_ not input,t.henthey will be transmittedfrom the ODE module.
If the TD2Pand _DE moduleshave not been run, then the data listedbelow must
be input.
.-.r
_- Assumed
i_'_ I__ Description Uni_.__ Value(s)
CKO(1) = table of ra_io of specifichea_s, none 101"1.4
_> Y, versusT.
_. "-.0(I ) = table of specific hea%al; constanl; fl:/sec-R 101"6006
pressure,Cp, versusT
.-"T'
?:(1) - temperaturescorresponding tot he oR 300,...,7000
en_rles in CKO and CPO arrays,
: above
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ASBU.._.d
Ite__._mm De.scription un It_ v__..u._i-)
NTAB = number of values entered In CKO, - Z_
the CPO, and TO arrays. 3 < NTAB,
< 101.
ILMUI = Reference viscosity, uo, where vls- ibmYft-see .?rw-..l;
coslty is expressed as
W
U = Uo(T/T o)
TI = reference temperature, To, for vis- OR I_OC.
cosity. See R_UI, above.
_MEGA = Viscosity exponent,_. See RMUI, -
above.
PR = Molecular Prandtl number, Pr - _c
:: * _"..-o::_::..._"n;_,:.:._f'c:,}-_T.T:3,._,_'_,-,-T:.....;,,;}.,,..r'i,nh.:_,ri;.__z,,_f,:.].;_i],.
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_ 6.8.2 Boundary Layer E_e Conditions
!
The coordinates /or th,.,boundary layer are specified in the RIN_ versus XIN_
K table. Conditions at t.he inviscid edge are speoifed in the UEO, _0, and PEO verst:_
; XIN_ tables. Conditions at the wall are specified in the TQW and CQW versus XT_,'
ij tables. Be program will redistribute the input stations (up to 201 total) in
order to have 101 x-stations uniformly dtstributeC per segment, except for the
flrrt five stations hich are _enerated non-unlformly. The input values of
i:I_. Y,Ue,Te,Pe,Tw (or qw), and (pV)w are interpolated at the new x-statlons and used in
the boundary-layer calculations.
Values of RINO Versus XZNO and the conditions at the Inviscid edgeof the boun-
1 dary layer wlll be automatically transmitted from the MOC module if it has been
run. Otherwise, they must be input here. See the description of IOFF in SDATA.
• Conditions at the wall must always be input here.
Assumed
Item Description Units Value (s)
XINO(I) = xe axial coordinate none -
..!_ ' Ye' radial coc._dinate none - i
i UEO(1) = Ue, gas velocity at the inviscid I%/sec -
• IF
.,_ edge
; TEO(I) = Te, gas static temperature at the oR _ 1
a_ Invi3cld edge
_ PE0(1 ) = Pc' gas pressure at the inviscid psi -
_ edge
/ NXINO = number of items in the XIN_, RIN_,
_' :EO, TEO, and PEO tables.
3 < NXINO < 201
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r)_ G
Item Deserlption Units V:."-,.,._(._,
", XTQW(1) = X , axial ooordinatefor the TQW none . :lO0..O.,lO00.
w
and CQW tables.
IHFLAG = Flag specifying wall Ix_undarycon- - 1
"i dition input 'throughTQW array.
. IHFhAG = O, for temperature
s W
°., IHFLAG - I, for beat flux
. TQW(I) = Tw, wall temperature or _w' wall oR 201*0.
" heat flux, depending In II4FLAG,- or
o' P,TU
,: For an adiabatic wall, set;IHFIAG - in2---s-ec.
L:. I and all TI_w(i) = O.
,,..
":" For a non-adiabatic wall with
:,_ prescribed heat flux, set IHFLAG=
_i ], and note that for heat flux from
_," the bounda_ layer tc the wall th-'--e
iC . . . II
i';. TQW(I)entrieswill b_ n_egative.
i'_ CQW(I) - (OV)w, mass transfer parame._er at ibm/ft2-sec 201_0
_. the wall
v
i NTQW - Number of axle),statlons, Xw. Each - 3
:_ of the above tables must have this
. number' of entries.
°
.....: 3 < NTQW < 201.
_ ._
,,0
"'L
.." _ Default values are set for an adlabatio wall, i.e., IRFLAG = I, anO
!, TQW(1) = 201*0.
c:.;
L,
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',' 6.8.3 Inte_ratlon Step Size Control.
i •
_ ABSUm_'d
' Ite___m D_soriptlon Units VaIj>L;
L
!',.
NSEGS = Number of Segments, I < NSEGS < 10 none I
_ The bounaary layer wilt be divfBed into
segm_.nts,f equal ler.gthunless valu_.sare
... input into kbLG, below.
• NISPS(1) = Number _.f Integration Steps per none 10'101 "I
: Segment, 5. 101 per segment.
.... XSEG(I) = Vector containing the axial (x) lo- none see
'. cations which define the wall sag- descrip- I
manta. The vector is always NSEC,S tion
•., + I Values long. Default values
'_ are •
,.. XSEG(i) - Zc+ (Zm-Zc) (i-I)INSEGS i:I,2,...NSEGS+I
, i'_i where zc and zm are the end of ther
,_. cylindrical combustion c.hamber,and
_", the end of the nozzle,
_ respectively, as shown in Figure
.>_ 6-I on paEe 6-20.
'_.
L. If t.he boundary layer is to be
: _,,!i extended upstream of zc, the usual
procedure is to input
XSEG(I) = XIN_(I)
J,_,,
°_' and XINQ(I) through XINQ(IOFF),
"F; etc., of $BLM are input by the user
• as described in SDATA under input
-_ item 1OFF.
!
-.,-; NTR = Station at which transition to none 3
,',_ turbulent flow is allowed. The
i program starts with an assumed
•/!. bound_-y layer profile, and then
_. turns on the eddy viscosity terms
'!i'i for turbulent flow at station NTR.
., For a laminar bounds.r_ layer, set
_il, NTR l_-_e, i.e. NTR > _ NISPS(I).
I:'
J
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i6.._.4 Re_-enerative Cooling Heat Tran_.t'er.
, :;i Whf_ an engine is cooled using a regenerative device, propellant (usually fuel)
:s routed around the nozzle so that heat is transmt_ed _rom the boundary layer to
_!_ =._e coolant. This heat is then returned to the combustion chamber in the £omn of
:ncreased propellant en_alpy. When the nozzle wall tempera_Jres are assumed known
r -", i
IHFL_3 = 0 option), l_e BL24will calculate the heat flux from the boundary layer
" " _o the wall, Bw(BlIJ/ft -sec). These values can also be input directly (IHFLAG • 1
",ol:Lon). 1_ th_ coolant circuit extends from position xe to position xo and opera-
_ :as at an efficiency,n, 'tJ_n the propellant enthalpy en_erlng the chamber will be
;, L_creased by
t;, Xe
i ! n[
,,., . _ (aTOllS)
i:!
_'!'/ _nere
_. foT is _ total engine mass flow rate
_" dA is the nozzle surface area differentlal, 2vrdx
UsL_g the me1_d outlined above, the BLM will compute increments of propellant
:_ en_halpy for up to _ fuel or oxidizer circuits and print out the resultant enthalpy
-ncrements. These can be added to a later computer run by using the DELHI(I) input
;. :tray. L£ BL_ is to be automatically rerun, then _he enthalpy increments will
_ _u1_atically be stored into DEL_I(1) for the second pass through ODE, ODK, and
_._K. These enthalpy increments can be calculated in two ways. If the enthalpy in-
=,,.. c-ease is distributed equally throughout the chamber, then
AH i = AH
i.e.
DTM.Hl(1) -AH, AH, .... e_c.
t
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n /
,. The secondmethodIs to a_sume that a fuel circultadds entJ%alpyonly to _uel,
andan o_,circuitadds entha!pyonly I;oox. It followsthat
-ora fuel circuit
['
", r+1
•.. _Hi . (q-_)_H
and for an cx circuit
r È ri
.... AMi" (q--j_')r" _H.
il.... where ri is the mlx%mreratioof zone I and r is %he overallchambermixturera%lo.
:,_ For either method, the steady state engine cycle balance can be approximated as
i". follows. First,calculate"adjustedtank enthalpies"for the fuel and for the oxl-
i'/
, dlzerand inputthese on the reactant cards. These valuesmust _proxlr_tathe
i'_ enerKy cocte:.._f %me propellantentering%.hemain combustion chamber accountln_
}:' f_r all energygains and losses,except heat returnedto th_ main combustlcncham-
i_ :.erby the regencoollr4circui%(s_. Estimatesfor these _._ountsare to be entered
ii_ _singthe DELH1(1) inputarray. _n estimateo_ zero is usuallysatisfactory.Cot-
.,,: _'ectedestimateswill be calculatedby BLM,and storedin DELHI(1) for a secondpass
"°i_ uhroughTDK (or TDE). .',secondpass using these valueswill be executedauto,rail-
,: •:•allyif IRPEAT--1 was input in the $DATA namelist.
,7 i
F
i
i
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' , /_sumed
:_." i_em De,orIption Value(_)
. XC0(1) = Be Ith entry is the startin_ position for 3m0
the Ith coolin_ circuit*.
" XCE(1) = the lth entry Is the ending pocltion for 3*0
the Zth ooollng o:rcult*.
Z' ETAC(1) . the Zth entry Is the efficiency for the Ith 3_1
_oolln8 oircult.
'" OFC(1) = Type of coolant for the cooling circuit: 3*0
0FC(I) = 0. if there Is no i,_ circuit
OFC(Z) = 1. if the Zth circuit is oxidizer
OFC(1) = 2. if the Ith circuit is fuel
,, I_<3
DISTRB(1) = Fl_g for method of dist_Ibutlng AH Inc_e- 3"I.
" _-_ merits
,i
i_i DISTRB(Z) = O. for equal distribution of
'i_: heat to chamber
_.;
_ DISTRB(1) = I. for distribution of ox heat
to ox in chamber, and fuel
_; heat to fuel in chamber.
The Ith entry is for the Ith circuit.
J
" " Normalizee.by _.he,3_: at radius, rt .
q.
,r:
,'[
I
a
2',,,
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: _,,8.5 BLM PlottedOutput.
_.,,_ The inputdesorlbedb_low is used _o controlplottedou:putfrom the BLM. Tn,
.. plot optlons_vailablePromBLM _._e:
L, 1) Momentumthlokne_,@, v_. axial position.
2) DispZacement thlokness, C*, vs. _xial posltlon.
3) W_ll Temperature,Tw, vs. axial pos£tion.
4) Velocity profiles at ._peolfled area ratios, or at specified axial
:,.-, lo_ttions.
5) Temperature profiles at specifiedarea ratios, or at specified axial
.: lo_ations.
' Example plo_s are presented in Figures 6-2 through 6-5 for types 1 through 5,
above.
_. Assumed
_.: Item .De.sor.iption Value(s
_" _:_' IPR@F = If IPR@F= 0, then supersonic area 0
': ratlosare input in APROF.
;- If IPROF --I,
_. then axial loca-
l_,,v, tlons,x/rt, are _nput in AFRC-"
'-C APROF(I) = Area ratios (or axial locations, 20*0
_. see IPP_F)at which veloeltyratio
_,, and temperatureratio profileswiil
c' be plotted. Two frames per area
"c. ratio will be plotted:U/U vs,
:_ edge
o:i,. y/y and T/T vs. y/y .
:,. edge edge edge
,,
'; NPROF = Number of aro.a ratios (or axial 0
_:., locations) requested in APROF.
....." NPROF < 20.
_:."i DTPLT = If Y/TPI.T= I, then dlsplacement 0
thickness,_*, vs. axial location,
x, wlll be plotted.
i ,vJdTPLT = If KHTPLT--I, thenmomentumtblck° 0
,.. hess,e , vs. axial location, x,
will be p!otted.
I_LT = If ICTWPLT= I, then wall tempe.'a- 0
furs, TW, vs. axial locationwlll
be plottea.
SEND
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_.9.1 Co.rant.Properties_s Optlon.
The TDKprogram contains a use£_l option by which _e real gas che_Lstry can be
replacedby constantproperties -"_iStTy. Multiplezones can be calculated. The
output includesthe nozzledive . .ce efficiency,qDIV' (seeSection5, Subroutine
P_ar).
The constentpropertiesgas option is run by input oZ PFC_PT- I in SDATA.
Semplei_putdata for the constantpropertiesgas optionis listedin Table6-12.
Only _ $DA2A,STRANand $M_ data sets are to be input. These date sets are
inputas describedin Sections6.3, 6.6 and 6.7, respectively,with the followln6
requiredadditionsto the STRANSNamellst.
O(1) = Value of specificheat ratio,7, for each zone, inner to outer,the
numberof zones is specifiedin SDATA.
PSA = Chamberpressurein ibs/in2. (Nlm2 if SI units)
XP(1) = (FromTable 6-9) All assumed= I, if not input.
?Z(1) = Chamber temperature, oR, for esch zone, inner Co outer. (OK if Sl
_its)
:.C_(I) - Real &_s constant,ft2/sec2 °R, (i.e., 497-_I/MW- _J_1.986/Mw) Zor
each zone, inner to outer. (m2/sec2 OK if Sl unts)
"._(I) = Gas MolecularWelght. L_ input then RGC(1)need not be input.
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Table 6-12: SampleCase for the ConstantProperClesGas Option.
T;T;E S;_oLE CASE O_C
OktA
PF;oPt:Ie
-e
, NZO_ESd|e
RSZ=2,
RMTJ=2, RqTO=.S.
YHETAu3S,hflse
ZW_kk=uo
RStEiz i,te_3tl._bUTS,l,U?qlO,l,?3575.E_O_R_OJ_u5930#
Z$[_)= ,3QS?Sw ,53008e ,SEgOS,l,JR_73el,e6eE3i_,_ETqSe
_-: 4,bS?l?,?o_859e,lOoO6OLe13,$it_,
= t_[=ll,$813e
PS_zLOO_
• TesS500,
X_sl,
Aki=O,
!
h
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6.lo .INITU_v_tn_s voR THE$_DK, $_NS, Arm _rD_ ,r_UrS
The following defines nominal values to which variables will be set if
not input. If a variable is _e_4isted, no nominal value is Set. Variables are set
In the subroutine containing the Namellst t'ead.,
$_DE, set In subroutine _DE$ ,
DELH(I) = o.
ECRAT = 0.
EOL - .11_UE.
EQTHST = . FALSE.
;I
FA = .FALSE.
I_CT - .FALSE.
r_z = .l_uz.
I(_NS = .FALSE.
KASE = 0
LISTSP = ,FALSE.
_'F = .FALSE.
_FSIq:D (I) = O.
_,a) = o.
PCP (I) = 0.
PSIA = .FALSE.
P,Z:I,rJ_P, - .oooS
RKT = .FALSE..
SI = ,FALSE.
SUBAR(1) " 0.
St_PAR(X_ = O.
wn.cw = o.
_(I) = 1.
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$_DK, set.in subroutine _DKINP
' C_NDEL ,, I. 0E-6
DEL " 001
I_S ,= 0.
l_s_. = 1.0E-5
_i HI = .01
, HMAX " .10001.
I'-i,_IN = .005
IDYSCI = 0
I'WAI_ " 1
TF = 0 _.
" TPFLAG = 0
_: _7 = -I
_' XM_) = 0.
-,
XMFTST = 1.0E-3
_% $TP,AN'S, set hasubroutine ¢?J_
'_ NJ = O.
_ IBUG = 0 I
.. MP = 50 3
PMCRIT = i.
PMDEG = I, -
XM(Z) = O.
$TDK, set tr. subroutine CHAR
DRPISP = 0.
DS = .15
DTWI - 2,
' _ - 3,
'_ EFW = o0l
ii! = .oos
.|
!"
i
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